calenda r
i:s wed

1:3 fri

Boston - Break the unlucky 13th by
doing a good deed at GCN by helping
us to fold and stuff envelopes. We
promise friendly atmosphere, · good
conversation and, refreshments. Drop
· by around 5pm.

Boston - Coming: A GCN benefit at a
new bar opening in downtown Boston.
See next week's GCN for details.

27 fri

i:4 sat

Seattle, WA - Radical Women, the
oldest socialist women's organization
in the country, will hold a conference
this weekend. "A Decade of Socialist
Feminism" is the theme. Call (206)
632-1815 or 623-7449 for information. '

Cambridge Gay folkdancing for
women and ·men, 3-6pm. Peabody
Room, 3rd dloe, Phillips Brooks House
(north end of Harvard Yard).

-9 .mon
Boston-The Gay Business Associa. tion will hold its first board meeting at
Somewhere, 7pm. All members invited.

~o tues
Allston-Women's folk dance evening,
Allston· Congregational Church, Quint
Ave., (Near Comm. Ave. & Harvard St.
corner). Expert instruction, beginners
welcome. $1. Info Laura, (617) 623-1462,
7:30pm.

thurs
Boston Volunteers are always
needed for layout and paste up here at
GCN, 22 Bromfield St. Drop by between
5 and 6pm.

~ssun

28sat

Boston Area - Joe Martin interviews
Harvey Milk, newly elected gay city
councilor in San Francisco. WCAS
740AM, 9am.

New York City - Benefit sponsored by
Congregation Beth Simchat Torah,
Metropolitan Community Church of
New York, and the Church of the Beloved Disciple for the benefit of the
Village Nursing Home in Greenwich
Village. Minimum donation is $5 per
peson. All proceeds will to to the
Caring Community to · help purchase
the Village Nursing Home. If $100,000
is not raised by Feb. 1, 200 residents
will have to be relocated.

i:7 tues
New York City - Integrity Gay USA, a
documentary film on positive aspects
of gay life in America. Church of St.
Luke-in-the-Fields. Hudson at Grove St.
New York City - "Exploring the Mystics of Sadomasochism," West Side
Discussion Group. Info (212) 675-0143.
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Canada's Gay Liberation Journal

Files Seized in Raid on Body Politic
By Richard Burns
TORONTO - On Friday, Dec. 30,
the operation of the highly-respected
Canadian gay liberation journal, The
Body Politic, was effectively shut
down by a police raid on its offices.
The in,vading force consisted of four
metropotitan Toroiif6. police officers,
one , Ontario provincial police officer
with a warrant to search for "corporate records ... invoices and documents
pertaining to business operations"
under Section 164 of the criminal code
of Canada which prohibits the "use of
mails for the purpose of transmitting
or delivering anything indecent, immoral or scurrilous."
On Jan. 5 charges under Sections
159 and 164 of the Criminal Code of
Canada were laid by the Crown Attorney against Pink Triangle Press, the
non-profit publisher of The Body
Politic, and against the officers of the
corporation. Corporation President
Kenneth Popert, Secretary Edward
Jackson and Treasurer Edward Hannon were arrested and then freed on
their own recognizances pending trial.
The charges under Section 159 ruled
· obscene the book "Loving Man" by
Mark Friedman. Early in 1977, Canadian Customs had ruled that the book
was not obscene. The obscenity
charges under Section 164 of the Code
were filed against the December/ January issue of the newspaper for "publication of obscene material."
During the search on Dec. 30, the
attorney for the Body Politic collective, Clayton Ruby, offered the police
admission of any evidence which they
might request relating to pending
charges, in order to prevent the seizure

of material vital to publication. The
offer was refused, however, and 12
large crates were seized in the raid,
ostensibly for "study," including
present and past subscription lists, distribution and ad records, check books,
classified ad books, manuscripts, letters to the editor, and all available

allowed his reader an honest and
positive insight into a kind of sexuality
which is both terrifying and darkly
myth-ridden to a majority of people,
gay and straight. The conclusion
reached is not an endorsement of pedophilia, for the reporter is never completely comfortable with it, but is an
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copies of Pink Triangle books. Th\..
officers opened mail, searched through
the personalfiles,and went on to commandeer copies of The Joy of Gay Sex,
The Joy of lesbian Sex, and loving
Man.
According to atty. Ruby, "The
terms of the warrant were so broad
that they allowed seizure of almost
anything on . the premises . . . this
warrant is illegal under law . . . " He
has since gone to the Superior Court of
Ontario ~o question the legitimacy of
the warrant and to demand the return
· of everything seized in the raid.
The raid is viewed by members of the
collective as a political response to a
feature article entitled "Men loving
boys loving men" which appeared in
the Dec./Jan. issue of BP. The story
was part of a series on youth sexuality
by Gerald Hannon and focused on the
lives and relationships of three men
who love boys and who are content
with their sexual orientation. Hannon

assertion that any kind of love relationship is healthier than the hate and
fear fostered by Anita Bryant and
"Save Our Children, Inc."
· The decision to print the article was
the result of a long controversy within
the BP collective itself. It was reached
only after six months of delay and
equivocation, due in part to fear of
political repercussions and to the
possibility that the article could be used
as a weapon against the gay community by a media establishment which
equates boy-love with child molestation.
Edward Jackson, a member of the
collective who was present when the
raid occurred, has pointed out that
"this is only one article in a paper that
has been in publication for six years
and it is about the lives of only four
men. That the government uses it as an
excuse to refuse recognition of the
rights of thousands of gay people is
simply further evidence of how much

we need protection. The real intent of
the raid was to shut this newspaper
down ... all the police needed to press
charges under Section 164 was a copy
of the paper and proof thar we distributed it. Our lawyer has stated that the
police could easily have established
that BP was sent through the mails by
checking with the post office." Jackson went on to conclude that the raid
"was an obvious attempt to terrorize
the readers of this newspaper by seizing
the subscription list. lt has the effect of
intimidating subscribers of a publication of which the government does
not approve. The article has serious
and frightening implications for the
entire Canadian publishing industry.
Freedom of the press is th~ issue."
The future of The Body Politic is in
serious jeopardy; however, the collective intends to keep the paper alive.
Jackson stated that "the gay liberation
movement which gave birth to the
paper must not be intimidated. We will
make every effort to continue to
publish."
Lynn King of the feminist-identified ·
law firm of Cornish King Sachs a[ld
Waldman has volunteered to administer a legal defense fund in anticipation of the long and costly legal
battles which now face the collective.
Separate from the accounts of the
newspaper itself, the Body Politic Free
the Press Fund has already received the
support of the Boston/Boise Committee and will accept contributions c/o
Cornish King Sachs and Waldman, 111
Richmond St. W, Suite 320 Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M5h 3N6.

First ·Executive Order

NY Mayor Koch Will Ban Job Discrimination
By Harold Pickett
NEW YORK CITY - Monday, Jan.
2, in one of his first acts as mayor,
Edward Koch announced that he will
issue an executive order banning
discrimination against homosexuals in
all areas of city employment. The
order, n0w being prepared by Koch's
counsel, will extend to employment
policies of both the police and fire
departments, past opponents of gay
rights legislation in the City Council.
Richard Vizzini, president of the
city's Uniformed Firefighters association, criticized the order saying that if
gays were hired by the fire department,
"separate bathrooms, showers and living facilities" would have to be
provided for the gays.
However, a statement issued by
spokespeople for the Coalition for
Lesbian and Gay Rights welcomed
Mayor Koch's announcement: "This
executi:ve order represents a l~mg
overdue step forward for the lesbians
and gay men of New York City."
While calling the order "an encouraging victory for the lesbian and gay

movement" the Coalition pointed out
that "even those whose jobs will be
protected by this order will still not · be
protected against discrimination m

New York City Mayor Edward Koch

housing and public accommodations."
They urged "immediate passage" of a
gay rights bill by the City Council.
On Tuesday, Jan. 3, City Council
supporters of gay rights announced ·
that a bill banning discrimination
· against homosexuals in the areas of
employment, housing · and public accommodation will soon be re-introduced in the Council.
Passage of t·he bill in the 43-member
Council seems more likely now than
ever before. Koch's executive order has
reportedly produced a more favorable
climate for the bill and he has been
active in his support 9f gay legislation
in the past. Newly elected Council
President Carol Bellamy is a past supporter of gay rights in the state senate
and has said the issue will be one of her
"priorities" in office.
At this point, there is no definite
date set for_the bill's introduction and
it is unlikely that it would come up for
a Council vote for several months.
One point of controversy that could
arise in the gay community may have
to do with the exact wording of the bill.
Council President Bellamy referred to
gay rights during her inauguration

speech using the term "affectional
preference." Individual members of
the Coalition for Lesbian and Gay
Rights, as well as members of the Gay
Activists Alliance, oppose the phrase ·
as being "too closety" and "antisexual." They insist on the more
specific wording "sexual orientation.-''
Any change of wording may result in
strong opposition to the bill itself from
a large segment of the gay community.
The Coalition has stated that the bill
must be passed without any amendments. "We will not _acc_e pt the elimination of teachers, police, firefighters,
or any other section of our community
from protection under the provisions
of this bill."
Gay activists do expect a city
referendum on the bill if it does pass
the Council. The two unions representing police and fire department members said that they have asked their
lawyers to look info the leg;ility of the
Koch order. That action could be the
. first step to a referendum on any
measure from the Koch administration.
A referendum would first require the
signatures of 45 ,000· registered voters
on a petition calling for it.

(
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GAA'S DISHONOR ROLL

SEXUAL PRIVACY IN BOSTON

NEW WITCH HUNT

NEW YORK CITY - The Gay Activists Alliance of
New York issued its 1977 Dishonor Roll. The organization has listed the names of people and groups
which "have been most oppressive to gay men and
lesbians during the preceding year, whether intentionally or not."
On the 1977 roll ore the Archdiocese of New
York, for "consistently silencing and oppressing
gay people"; California State Sen. John Briggs; Los
Angeles Police Chief Ed Davis; President Carter;
and Susan Harris, writer of the TV series "Soap."
Other members of the GAA/NY "Dishonor Roll"
are California Sen. S. I. Hayakawa; comedian
Richard Pryor; Save Our Children, "Inc.; the Supreme Court; and New York Attorney Adam Walinsky.
GAA also presented a dishonorable mention to
the "average orange juice drinker, who swallows
bigotry with every gulp." .
·

BOSTON - The Boston Police Department has
re-affirmed its position on the subject of sexual
privacy among consenting adults, in the wake of
last month's Supreme Judicial Court decision in the
case of Commonwealth v. Scagliotti. Police Commi~sioner Joseph M. Jordan made the statement in
response to a request from Rep. Barney Frank.
Jordan contended that it was the 1974 Balthazor
decision, and not the more recent Scagliotti case,
which had the effect of legalizing private sexual
acts between consenting adults. "The Boston Police
Department has recognized since the Balthazor
ru li_n g that the performance of consensual
unnatural acts by consenting adults in private
places in non-criminal ~ctivity," Jordan wrote.
"Nevertheless, the Department deploys manpower
to control illegal activities such as prostitution, to
prevent the performance of sexual acts in public,
and to ensure tha't minors are not being exploited."
Jordan's statement marks the first pronouncement from any Massachusetts law _enforcement
official in response to the Scagliotti decision. Rep.
Frank said he thought the commissioner's statement was "very, significant. I hope the people who
read it are reassured." ·

BOSTON - Rev. Philip Zwerl.ing will speak on
"Homosexuals and the New Witch Hunters" at the _
Community Church of Boston, Morse Auditorium,
602 Commonwealth Ave., on Sunday, January 8 at
11 a.m.
Minister_of the Community Church, Rev. Zwerling., will discuss the politics and psychology of Gay
Liberation and its "backlash." . "The reactionary
Right says that homosexuals are sick and criminal
and that sexuality is a matter of private, not political, choice. What if they are both wrong? What if
Gay Liberation means greater freedom for all of
us? I hope that all of you who have strong feelings,
of whatever kind, about homosexuality will join me
in thinking through these different views," says
Zwerling.
The Community Church is non-sectarian and all
are invited to hear the Zwerling talk. Special music
for the service will be provided by "Turn Out!" and
child care will be available.

VILLAGE HOME HELPEJ!_
NEW YORK, NY _:__ On Saturday, January 28,
beginning at 9 p.m:; Congregation Beth Simchat
Torah will host a fundraisirig dance to benefit the
Village Nursing Home. Village is the only nursing
home in Greenwich Village and is in danger of
closing if $100,000 is not raised by February l. Two
hundred residents will be forced to relocate if the
home is closed.
The Caring Community, a non-profit, non-sectarian organization of ,synagogues, churches and
social w_elfare agencies wants to purchase the
home. If this is done, state and federal funds will
be available to operate the establishment.
Congregation Beth Simchat Torah, Metropolitan
Community Church of New York, and the Church of
the Beloved Disciple - gay religious organizations
of the Village community -- are sponsoring a disco
dance on Jan. 28. Minimum donation i~ $5 per
person and there will be refreshments and door
. prizes. All proceeds from the dance will go to the
Caring Community, to help them purchase the
Village Nursing Home. For further information call
Barrett Brick, 212-666-8814.
'

CLEARSPACE'S NEW YEAR
BOSTON - Clearspace, the 'community center
for lesbians (!nd gay men, is holding four "get acquainted parties" in January. The first will be held
on Tuesday, Jan. 10 at 8 p.m. in Everett. Similar
parties will be held on Jan. 18 in Boston, Jan. 26 in
Allston, and Jan. 31, again in Boston.
If you are interested in attending any of the
parties, call Brie Rodin in Boston at,262-5121.
· Clearspace opens the new year with a free
introductory first lesson in their "Coming Out"
course, every Monday night from 7:30 to 9:30 at 126
Beacon St., Boston. -For more information about
"Coming Out" call Paul DiAngelo at 482-0494.

ANTI-ERA STAND HURTS
KANSAS CITY, MO -- Political leaders in this city
say that the Missouri legislature's anti-ERA stand
has cost Kansas City an estmated $1. l million in
convention business and they will now ask the
state to help make up the losses.
Three conventions scheduled to take place here
were cancelled in 1977 and moved to pro-ERA
states because of the nationwide boycott of antiERA state!' sponsored by the National Organization -for Women.
Kansas City is planning to send the state legislature an itemized bill for the lost convention dollars
and, if necessary, city ~fficials say, they will take
the state to court to make i't pay for at least part of
th~ city's ·Iost convention revenues.
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GAY AD BANNED
WASHINGTON, D.!=. -A high school newspaper in
Fairfax County has been ordered not to print an ·
advertisement for Lambda Rising, a gay bookstore
in this city. Hud Clark, the faculty adviser to the
Saxon Scope, The Langley High School newspaper,
called the ad "inappropriate."
Lauren Simon, the editor of the paper, contended
that the adviser was imposing his personal views
on the students by "censoring" the ad. Superintendent of · Schools S. John Davi} "Cigreed that the
bookstore . advertisement should not run ad_ding
that the action taken by the adviser was
appropriate.
The ad causing the controversy reads:· "Gay?
Books, Magazines, Gifts for gay men and lesbians,
their families and friends. Celej,rate the gay experience at Lambda Rising . . . Gay Youth Group
meets at Lambda Rising ... Gay· teens and friends
welcome."
.
Lambda Rising manager R.ichard Ginnis said the
ad campaign in high schools was undertaken at the
request of "gay youth in the D.C. area.'' "We are
trying to convey that there- are ·gay high school
students. We know how lonely it can be and we
wanted them to know that there wos somewhere
they could come," said Ginnis.

N.O.W. IN JANUARY
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - The national board ofthe National Organization for Women met in this
city in early December. NOW reported that in
October and November of 1977, 20,000 new members joined the organization and the number of
local chapters was up to 770. The meeting assessed
the organization's participation at the Houston National Women's Conference and discussed ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment.
Eleanor Smeal, president of NOW, will join other
national leaders of the feminist and labor movements at a January 22 demonstration for the ERA in
Richmond, Virginia. The rally in Richmond will
climax a week of pro-ERA activity organized by
Labor for Equal _Rights, a coalition of Virginia trade
unions. The Richmond rally will be the first of a
number of similar rallies set for this month around
the nation. A pro-ERA rally will held in Phoenix,
Arizona ~n Jan. 21. A statewide rally in
Sacramento, CA is set for Jan. 23 and a rally on the
same day in Akron, Ohio will focus on an antiabortion bill before the City Council there. On
January 22, there -will be demonstrations and
rallies held in Frankfort, Kentucky and Annapolis,
Maryland.
·

WAGES DUE LESBIANS
TORONTO Wage'{, Due Lesbians has announced publication of their own pamphlet,
Motherhood, Lesbianism and Child Custody, _by
Francis Wyland.
According to Dorothy Kidd of Wages Due Les- ,
bians, the new pamphlet "exposes what is at the
heart of the lesbian movement," by uncovering the
situation of the lesbian mother. In that struggle,
said Kidd, "we find the basis of the connection between all women in all our fights for the time and
money we need to make free choices about our
sexuality, and whether or not to have children."
Motherhood, Lesbianism and Child Custody is
available in Canada from Wages Due Lesbians, PO
Box 38, Stn. E, Toronto M6H 4El, Canada. In the .
U.S. · order from Women in Dist·ribution, PO Box
8858, Washington~ DC 20003. The pamphlet costs
$1.20.

TWO NEW MEN'S GROUPS
BOSTON - Two new groups will meet at the
Homophile Community Health Service this month.
A group for gay/bisexual men who are married or
recently divorced wi.11 meet Thursdays at noon.This
group will enable men who work in Boston to come
during lunch hours. Led by experienced therapists,
the group will deal with issues relevant to men who
are or have been married, and who have a secret
or open bisexual lifestyle.
"
·
A single men's group will meet on Tuesday
evenings at 7:30. It will provide a supportiv:e atmosphere in which gay men can work on feelings and
issues with the help of professional group therapists and their peers.
A preliminary interview is required for participation in either group. For information and an
appointment, call the health service at 542-5188.

NO GAY APPAREL
LAKELAND, FL - The Florida Citrus Commission,
which has been in constant publicity difficulties
since its re-negotiation of Anita Bryant as spokesperson, finds itself in the spotlight again.
The Commission is one of the major sponsors of
the annual Florida Citrus Open - a sports tournament. Christmas cards mailed this year by officials
were supposed to contain the lyrics to the song
"Deck the Halls."
The card that was sent out included 14 lines from
the famous carol, but it did delete th~ phrase, "Don
we now our gay apparel." Both the Commission
and, the tournament directors insisted that the
deletion was completely accidental and had
nothing to do with the fact that the word "gay" was
mentioned in the missing lines.
Executive Director of the Commission Edward
Taylor s'aid that this is the first, and will probably
be the last, time the Commission sends cards.

--- j

Injunction Dropped

Boston/Boise Forces End to 'Hotline'
By Tony Domeni_c k
BOSTON - The telephone "hotline" that was set up to obtain information on the alleged "boy sex ring"
has been dropped. Instituted by the
Suffolk County District Attorney's
office, the line was discontinued on
orders from D.A. Garrett Byrne. His
decision came following the class
action suit brought in Massachusetts
Superior · Court by members of the
Boston/Boise Committee.
The committee, organized as a committee of outrage, protested the "abus--. ive treatment" and "sensationalized"
media coverage of the 24 men indicted ·
ir.i the so-called ring.
John Ward, attorney for Boston/
Boise, told GCN that the shut-down of
the phone line was a ''victory in that

we forced the office of the district attorney to publicly state that the 'hotline' be dropped. . . . We voluntarily
dismissed our injunctive effort against .
the 'hotline' but retained the option to
bring it again," said Ward.
The . committee, along with State
Representative Barney Frank, has
written to Assistant District Attorney
Thomas Dwyer requesting that the information received on the "hotline" be
destroyed - specifically the information obtained from anonymous tips.
Rep. Frank's letter to Dwyer, dated
Dec. 20, 1977, stated: "If you will ...
explain to me in writing just what will
happen to the 'hotline' information or
information sent to you by any other
means, I think most of the uneasiness

that exists · in some parts of the gay
community could be alleviated.''
Asst. D.A. Dwyer has not yet responded to Frank's request.
Members of the Boston/Boise Committee have also met with Charles
Whipple, ombudsman of the Boston
Globe. According to committee cochairperson Tom Reeves,"'He told us
that the paper was wrong to publish the
'child molestation' headline and that
the Globe had 'erred' in its coverage of
the arrests. Whipple also told · us that
we had a strong case in our efforts to
pressure the Globe into an apology.''
Commenting on the committe~'s
present activity, Reeves told GCN that
the group "does nofintend to be a per~
manent committee, but there are just

too many pressing issues here for us to
disband at this time." Reeves added
that the committee welcomes the active
support of other gay organizations in
Boston as "we try to act as a watchd<;>g
to make sure the upcoming trials are
held in fairness."
Two working groups from the
Boston/Boise Committee have been
formed to deal with the upcoming
cases. A media committee to draw up
guidelines for coverage of such cases
and a liaison committee to work with
the defendants are now in operation.
The
next
meeting
of
the
Boston/Boise Committee will be
Tuesday, Jan. 17_at S p.m. at the Old
' West Church, 13 l Cambridge St.,
Boston.

Sentence Could Be Life

Cordova Is Guilty in Hillsborough Case
SAN FRANCISCO - John Cordova has been found guilty of s.econd
degree murder in the fatal stabbing
death of Robert Hillsborough, a 33
year old gay gardener. The 20 year old
Cordova: could receive a sentence of
life.
Assistant District Attorney Eugene
Sweeters stated after the trial that he
was able to bring a substantial
argument for conviction based on the
evidence offered by one of the other
men accused in the case. Michael
Chavez was granted immunity· for testifying against Cordova, who is the ·
second person convicted in the Hillsborough murder. Earlier, a 16 year old
juvenile was placed with the California
Youth Authority where he could
remain for up to four years. A fourth
_ defendant, Thomas Spooner, will be
tried later this month.
It took the jury of four women and
eight men about four hours of deliberation to return a verdict of guilty
against John Cordova. The defendant
remained emotionless during the trial
and showed no reaction at the decision.
Court-appointed defense attorney
George Walker had contended that it
was co-defendant Spooner who
actually stabbe_d Hillsborough.
The beating death of Hillsborough
on June 22 came shortly after the
defeat of the gay rights ordinance in
Dade County, Fla. It was aUeged that

one of the four attackers had shouted
out, "Here is one for Anita [Bryant],"
while all four . yelled ''Faggot,
Faggot.'' The murder outraged the gay
community in San · Francisco and
across the nation. The city's mayor
George Moscone and former Sheriff
Richard Hongisto led the sentiments of
outrage expressed at the time.

Defense attorney Walker said that- he
will appeal the Cordova conviction because, he maintained, it was unclear
during the trial whether it was his c;:lient
or Spooner who fatally stabbed Hills- _
borough.
Meanwhile, an appeal has been filed
against a federal judge's order dismissing Anita Bryant and others as defendants in the ·$5 million lawsuit
brought ,by . Robert Hillsborough's
mother- (GCN, Dec. 24, 1977). The·
judge granted the defendants' motion

to dismiss' on the grounds that the San
Francisco court had no jurisdiction
over the defendants because of their
"lack of contacts with California."
The appeal pointed out a number of
these "contacts" between Bryant and
her then-called Save Our Children,
Inc., and California anti-gay state
Senator John Briggs. The Hillsborough
suit is seeking damages from Anita
Bryant, John Briggs, and the Save Our
Children, Inc.
.

Sex Discrim. Ruled at Houghton

Convicted murderer John Cordova

During the course of the trial, Cordova's attorney underplayed the apparent anti-homosexual motive of the
murder, all but ignoring it in his final
presentation. Asst. D.A. Sweeters,
however, concluded in his argument to
the jury that. the anti-gay motive was a
viable and probable one.

BOSTON - Five women and the
Houghton Mifflin Company have
reached settlement of a federal lawsuit
charging that publishing firm with sex
discrimination in employment. Under
the terms. of the proposed settlement,
Houghton Mifflin has agreed to dis~
tribute $680,000 in back pay and
damages to some 250 past and present
women employees and an additional
$70,000 for ·attorneys' fees and costs.
The company has also agreed to
comply with goals for the employment
of women in editorial positions, maintain and establish affirmative_ action
programs, and to create a committee to
monitor compliance with the terms of
the settlement.
The suit, which was filed by five editorial employees of Houghton Mifflin,

alleged that the company discriminated
on the basis of sex in its employment
practices and the plaintiffs sought to
bring the action on behalf of all similarly situated editorial employees of the
firm.
- Massach~setts Atty. Gen. Francis ·
Belotti, through his Women's Rights
Office, filed a motion to intervene on
behalf of the plaintiff women in the
public interest. The parties, however,
have not agreed as to the merits of the
claims or defenses presented in the suit,
and the company has denied all
charges. Settlement was filed as _a
consent decree in the U.S. District
Court for the Dist_rict of Massachusetts
before Federal Judge Andrew J.
Caffrey.

Gay Waffles, Anyone?
By David Brill ·
It started with a telephone call from

a reporter from another Boston
weekly. Is there anything, lie asked, to
this television commercial for Aunt
Jemima showing two men having
breakfast together? The implication is
that the nien are gay.
This friendly · reporter not only
watches television more than I do but
also apparently watches it a lot more
closely. I must have seen that commercial, but it just didn't ring a bell.
Two weeks ago I saw it: Aunt Jemima's Big Waffles and Little Waffles
are indeed peddled on the tube by two
men at the breakfast table. A few pertinent observations:
• The men are both men, . around age
30 or so - not the fourth-graders on
the Duncan Hines commercials or the
father-and-son teams selling Aim or
Crest . or the college students in the
Scop~ ads.

• These men are having breakf~st (as
York, was in no way intended to depict
significant feature to it. s·ince-there has
opposed to lunch or dinner) together,
a gay couple. According to Quaker
been no outcry against the ad from
which suggests that they just woke up
spokesperson Kathy Rand, "Sex was
Morality in Media or any other such
around the same time in the same
not considered. All people eat breakvigilantes of the airwaves, it clearly
household.
fast.''
shows that homophobes could not
• Their morning conversation proRand explained that, the two men
recognize a "natural" (if unintenceeds like a 60-second, frick-and-frack
supposedly_ do not live together. She
tional) gay setting even when presented
routine concerning the difference
said that the original version of the
with one. There is very little to distinbetween Big Waffles and Little
~
2304
Waffles. Ignoring the implications of ~ ~
waffle size, the two of them certainly
1
sound like television's "typical" marii
on any of these Aunt Jemima J~bo Waffles
,
ried couple.
commercial portrayed them in an
guish gay breakfasts from other breakEgads ! Madison A venue has finally
empty setting but this was later revised
fasts and that's the entire point.
called the National Gay Task Force's
(Watch for someone to soon launch a
to a kitchen setting "to improve the
bluff and is presenting realisticallyambience.''
campaign to ''ban. homosexual comportrayed gay couples on prime time.
Has anyone else asked ·about the
mercials" from television!)
Or are they?
commercial? Quaker hasn't gotten any
Quaker's Kathy Rand had ·an afterA call to the Quaker Oats Company
calls, she said, but the designer has had
thought of her own about the commerin Chicago, Aunt Jemima's father con"a number of questions" about it.
cial: "Maybe we should have put
fessor, disclosed that the commercial,
There are no plans to modify or disorange juice on the table just to make
which was produced for A.J. by the J.
sure.''
continue the commercial.
Walter Thompson agency of New
Perhaps this incident has one other

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
7¢
Save 7¢ · ·
7¢ 1
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speakirig out
Ghetto ·villagers
By Ken Fornataro
Politics has many unpleasant connotations-for most people. There are many
gay activists, but for every politically active gay persol") there are probably twice ·
as many to whom politics represents nothing more than a mire of rhetoric,
hypocrisy and misrepresentation. In many instances, this perspective is the
most accurate, but it is essential not to completely block out of the mind
anything that even vaguely hints at politics because of the past malfunctions of
the system. ·.
Our rights could eventually be rewarded to us by the existing heterosexist
legal structu.res, such as federal and local governments and courts, but just how
much energy and hope should we put into speeding up the process? Being
officially tolerated would certainly make life a little easier, but we can't
overestimate the importance of such tolerance. Dade County showed us just
how secure we are with legal protection. Is anyone naive enough to think that
homop_h obes won't try the some thing anywhere, anytime they think it possible?
As soon as we realize that symbolic legal victories are only so effective in
securing us real protection from harrassment, we will begin to see tbot
bureaucratic politics must be supported by constant personal political
statements.
Election managers realize that in order to gain support for their causes
every individual must be confronted with a positive image and idea. The hardest
thing to overcome is a s.tubbornly ingrained negative association. Gays, due to
a massive conspiracy on the part of the social and moral institutfons of our
society, ore associated with very negative images, and it is· our responsibility to
change this image. Naturally, constantly pressuring the media for fair
representation and · coverage is important, but we can't rely onry on this
method, usually employed by larger organizations. We must confront each
,individual on an individual, one to one basis. Stereotypes have to be broken
down. Goy people have to shout out: I'm gay, I'm human and real, and I'm
demanding that you see me as I really om, because the more there are of
us , the harder it will be for them to arbitrarily place us in a detested category
in order to oppress us .
·
·
.
I grew up in a town with a black popul-ation of about two, and most of my
ideas about block people, although not bizarre, were subject to the speculation
I heard about them, which I couldn't really prove otherwise by examples of real
block people. Once I had the chance to talk with and relate to black people I lost ·
the uneasiness Helt about confronting one. We all know about those people
who constantly complain about the fact that they can't use the word gay without

.
.
community voices
.

.

.

feeling uneasy or worrying about offending someone. The only way to help
these people overcome their uneasiness is to be constantly visible. It's energy
demanding to help others accust9m themselves to gayness. You could easily
ask yourself why we have to do it, we should hove our rights, etc . . . . Such an
attitude con only furthe_r segregate us, because there are ten people out there
for every one of us who is saying to himself that he shouldn't have to go through
the trouble of dealing with homosexuality, that we should just stay in the closet
and there would be no problem.
.
People are selfish. We can't legislate against selfishness. Most people will
do whatever they can to avoid having to go through the process of confronting
their ideas about homosexuality. They have to be forced. They may be terrified
of us, but whether that is because of society or their personal beliefs, we must
approach them in an auth,.entic manner without making any real compromises in
the process.
·
Goy people are also sometimes evasive of direct confrontation, and
although society is mostly to blame for this, we only compromise our identity by
not confronting people. Our task is not easy, but we can't let ourselves wither
away in the ghettos . oi nightlife and gaybars where sexual objectification is
reinforced by intoxication. We must come out in the open, in stores, churches,
streets, theaters, porks in the .light. Let people know you're gay. Tolk with them
about it. Sometimes it's so scary that you think you'll vomit your life away in
nervous agitation, but it must be done. We're all scared. We've got fo come out
fighting with our gay brothers and sisters, supporting each other with love and
friendship, supporting ourselves with letters and calls to friends and relatives
and the media saying that we're gay and damn okay. Support people who
advertise in gay media, and tell the straight media that you wont to see rr.ore
gay coverage. If someone soys something positive about gays tell them you
think that's great.
We can't afford to be racist or sexist or worshipers of the great macho cult.
We cannot watch our brothers and sjsters being beaten or killed, hoping maybe
we won't get it next. The more we let people treat us like shit, the more they
will treat us like shit. I wont out, of this ghetto. We've all got to come out
fighting!

("Speaking Out" is a column designed for the benefit of GCN readers. We encourage you to send your thoughts, ideas, feelings to Speaking Out, GCN, 22
Bromfield Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108. The opinions expressed in the
"Speaking Out" column do not necessarily reflect the views of the newspaper or
those of individual members of the GCN staff.)

.

unholy prophet

even-handed

A warning lo lreedom-lovcr~, .
Jhere is a new Anita Bryant-type running
arot,nd ,loose these days . Her name is Eli1abet h
Clare Prophe1 , her organization is called Summit
Lighthouse, and Prophel claims to speak ror the
"as<.:ended masters." Sin<.:e she is gathering a
goodly number of people to her new religion. her
verbal garbage deserves to be countered.
Prophet tells us, "These thin gs [hom_ose,;uality, oral sex] are the abomination or de,olation standing in the holy place or 1hc sac:red
union where they ought not . .. " She goes on to
tell her devotees, "Those that take the sword to
kill the holy innocents while they are yet in their
mothers' wombs, must also be killed with the
sword." Abortion-proponents beware!!!
If this sounds like Middle Ages Cru,ader
mentality, that's because it is. In pe;son. Prophet
has a great power over people, especiail y manipulating their residual Christian guilt to its l'ullest.
A congregation of the Summit L.il!.hthouse which
I saw on TV reminded me· exac-tlv of a Hitler
youth rally, complete with raised-;rm saluting .
Let's nip this one in the bud. folks. ·
In love and struggle . .
satya
San Francisco, CA

Dear GCN,
I'm writing to say thanks for publishing Tom
Reeves ' s perceptive, even-handed comment s on
boy-love and the recent Boston arrests. I hope·
you won't be discouraged or intimidated but
rather will deal with this subject fully in the
future.
Allen Young
Orange , MA

anything goes
Dear GCN:
Tom Reeves seems to condone and apologize
for gay men who have se.x with mi.n ors. The vast
majority of men in the Gay Community do ·not
approve of so-called "boy love." It iscontrarvto
the best interests of the . Community to ex~use
1his small bul infamous minority within . We
cannot secure our civil and legal rights as long: as
the Straight Community believes we practice
"any1hing goes." The lax viewpoint present'&! by
"In Defense of Boy Love" is provocative and
could be harmful to the Gay Rights Movement.
Phil Lease
Boston. MA

GCN Contributors
Gay Co.m munity News (G.C .N.) is dedicated
to providing coverage of events and news of
interest to the gay community.· GCN is
published weekly and copyright @ 1977 by
G.C.N. Inc., all rights reserved, reprint by
permission only. Our main office is located at
22· Bromfield St., Boston, . MA 02108. (617)
426-4469. Office hours: Mon.-Wed. 10 a.m.6 p.m.; Thu.-Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Opinions reflected in· "editorial" ~epresent
· the views of the editorial board. Signed letters
and columns reflect the views and opinions of
the au,t hors only. Comments, criticisms, and
information are always welcome from our
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bias and consent
Dear People:
I heard Mr. Tom Reeves on WBCN last week_end, and read with interest his "Speaking Out"
article in GCN 24 Dec 77 . It is clear that the
actions of the straight press and g·overnment are
xenophobi<.:, unfair , and irrational. It is indeed
interesting to begin to sec the · magnitude of the
, distortion as the facts begin to emerge.
It seems to me, however, that the <.:entral thesis
of Mr. Reeves' article is reflected in, its title: "In
Defense of Boy Love." He presenls the information that the relationships between boys and meu
can be both benefi<.:ial and sexual. He points out
lhat the juvenile care system in this supposedly
"enlightened" state generates a group of individuals who are able to rely on this support
system . He suggests solidarity, and points out
that gay teenagers have special needs.
I do not believe this issue should be approached as a "gay issue," but rather the gay
community should attempt to assume a role of
constructive social leadership by raising this as a
human issue. Problems that Mr. Reeves documents from his experience occur with equal or
increased frequency in the straight world, as any
casual encounter with the Combat Zone will
confirm.
This society has been . unwilling 10 legitimize
sexual relationships between adults and children
in the straight world, and it seems to me unreasonable to suggest that it should legitimize adultchild sexual relationships in any other. "Jailbait" is "jailbait," friends.
It is, however, reasonable to demand that
sexist bias in the age of consent be removed
where it still exists. It is reasonable that sexuality
bias be removed from consent as well. That is,
the age of consent should be the same for men
and women and the sexual acts that men and
women consent to, should be a matter of clear
persbnal privacy. The welfare system must
choose whether or not to continue 10 rely on the
"juvenile hustler" as an informal social support
system. This is a rather "sterile" issue of simple
bureaucratic policy. I am being facetious. I can't
imagine the bureaucrats are unaware of the child
abuse problems Mr. Reeves so emotionally dontments. The issue is what their value arc, and
therefore if they care enough to give both children and adults the right of free choice.
It is not possible to fight for freedom in a
single context and win, at least I don't think so.
Sincerely,
Neil Williamson
Boston , MA

first-exemption

support clarified

no more anita

To the Editor:
The issue of Dec. 24, I 977 in reporting on the
granting of tax exempt status to an Ohio gay
group states that the IRS previously denied tax
exempt status to gay groups unless the applicant
in its articles of incorporation· or bylaws
described homosexuality as a "sickness, disturbance or diseased pathology."
Our organization has had tax exempt status
for a number of years. Indeed, we believe we are
the first organization known to be gay by the IRS
to achieve tax exempt status. At no time did the
IRS request that we take any particular position
on homosexuality, let alone the negative one
described above. We would appreciate if yqu
would bring this fact to your readers' attention .
Very truly yours,
William J. Thom. President
Lambda Legal Dct'cnsc
& Education Fund, Inc.
New Y_ork City

To the Editor: ·
In your cover story on the initial meeting of
the Boston/ Boise Committee, I was quoted as
stating that Boston / Boise had my 'unqualified
support'. While this was and is true, I further
stated, when asked for verification of my statement by your reporter, that my support and that
of the Board of Dignity/ Boston. was · for the
stated aims and goals of the Committee.
It was not my intention, or that of Dignity, to
convey any sense of approval, or disapproval for
that matter, of any other action, decision or
judgment of the Committee. Our concern is basically with justice and the issue of civil rights,
issues that have tremendous implications in this
case, not only for the men and boys involved, but
also for the gay community and society in
general.
Therefore, with this clarification in mind, the
Committee continues to have our support and
cooperation.
In Unity and Solidarity,
Patrick Keefe, President
for the Board of Dignity/Boston

Dear GCN:
I've had it! Today I got my. copy of GCN and
who is on the cover? Ms. Bryant! Nearly every
issue has at least one picture of her. I'm ready to
quit subscribing! There are plenty of gay men
and women to fill the pages of GCN with beautiful pictures . Why must we constantly view that
bigot in our paper?
Visually poor,
Charles Bedard '
Cambridge, MA

DID

...iir111..

double standard
Dear GCN,
I want to congratulate you on the "Speaking
Out" "In Defense of Boy Love.'" There are so
many facets of gay love, so many ways of loving,
it's high time the above ideas be explored and
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discussed. and the lies and myths be exposed.
To sell our bodies, be they .gir.)s, women, men,
boys, is a purely economic thing. It has nothing
to do with "loving" at all, or even attraction!
No one suggests that the recent news of a
young man of 17 marrying his 70-odd step- .
grandmother is totally wrong . No one suggests
,he be arrested as "contributing to the delinquency of a minor." II's taken for granted in the
:ion-gay world that many young men love only
nuch older women.
Yes, I belong to "Parents oJ Gays," but I
,rnst insist I'm speaking only for myself. I have
,01 even discussed my ideas on this subject with
1hcm.
Girls fall in love with older men. That seems to
be C\'Cn more than acceptable behavior.
It's al! only condemned in the gay world by the
ignorance and lack of willingness to understand
in the non-gay ' world.
i congratulate you on opening the ,ubjc..:t and
will follow with interest an·y replies you receive.
Yours in appreciation and love,
·
Sarah Montgomery
New York City

·•·::•
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THE MEDIA-MAGAZINE

ANN
Dear Ann: As a mother I am deeply
concerned about what is happening in
our society. Much has been written ·
about gay men but one reads very little
about gay women.
The other day while shopping in a
neighborhood supermarket, I saw two
lesbians carrying on physically. Finally
I said, "Please - not in public." They
were incensed.
I realize that such relationships do
exist and I (ind them • deplorable.
What's more I reserve the right as a
parent to educate my children on such
matters in my own way under the cir-

The power of the word "homosexual" to cloud minds and stir passions
has again been demonstrated in New
York City. Scarcely had Mayor Koch
promised, on his first day in office, to
. ban discrimination against homosexuals in the municipal employ .than
Richard Vizzini, the president of the
firemen's
union,
attacked
the
proposal, warning that "separate
bathrooms, showers and •living facilities" might have to be provided for
homosexual firemen. This sort ·of
response lends credence to the recent
charges by--such European figures as
John Paul Sartre, Gunter Grass and
Alberto Moravia that antihomosexual
prejudice is rife in this .country.
Can it be that the city's firemen are
atremble over the possibility of being
ravished in the shower room? We
doubt it, as we doubt that Mr. Vizzini
knows how many homosexuals are al-

VOLUNTEER
On Friday nights, GCN needs people
to help get the newspaper in the mails.
Give us as much of your time as you
can.

LANDERS
cumstances I choose. I don't want
them to· learn about homosexuality · in
the supermarket. These are my views,
Ann. What are yours? - Gainesville.
Dear G: What proof do you have
that those women were lesbians?
Simply because two females caress one
another warmly in public does not
constitute evidence. With a mind like
yours I hope you didn't see my twin
sister and me at the Los Angeles
airport yesterday.
·
-from Ann Landers' ·column of Dec.
5, 1977.

Fire stories are staples of most .
metropolitan dailies, and, when nine
people die in a blaze, it's generally
front-page news. City editors ·tend to
give fatal fires even bigger play when
the victims turn out to be more prominent than the average man in the
street. But a recent fire in Washington,
· D.C. - one of the worst in the city's
history - was handled rather unusually by The Washington Post.
On Monday, Oct. 24, the Cinema
Follies, a theater catering to homo-

ready in the Fire Department. The
point is, it doesn't matter. Anyone who
can pass the qualifying examination
for fireman, policeman or any other
job, public or private, should have a
chance at it, and we hope the City
Council wilf finally bring a civil rights
law for· homosexuals out of the legislative closet.
The excesses of some opponents to
such a law, however, should not
obscure the genuine and widespread
concern that deeply held values about
sex roles and family life are in some
way being undermined by the movement for homosexual rights. Homosexuality has come to be identified with all
manner of bizarre behavior, as
personified by some conspicuous
proselytizers for a "gay life style."
Will a law that forbids discrimination against homosexuals in employment, housing and public accommodations result in a s~dden epidemic of
policemen with earrings or firemen in
high heels? To still fears on that score,
the lawmakers should state explicitly
that rules of appropriate behavior may
still be required on the job. A school
principal, for example, must be able to
enforce reasonable classroom regu-

lations without being charged with
discrimination. The teacher, homosexual or heterosexual, who violates these
rules, would continue to be liable to
discipline or dis~issal.
The concerns of a majority must be
treated with respect - but they are not
sufficient' reason to bar any minority
from holding jobs. New York's legislators need not concern themselves
with the question of whether homosexuality is an ailment or a preference
or an ideology. The right to live and
work without f ea·r that some revelation
about one's private life will jeopardize
one's livelihood is too fundamental to
be denied. We hope that the Mayor,
Council President Bellamy and Coun. cilmen Stern and Steingut will press
ahead with their efforts to end
dis.crimination against people whose
main "offense" is that they are
different from most.
·
-a New York Times ~ditorial, Jan. 5,
1978 .

Subscribe

sexuals, was gutted by fire. Eight
patrons died that night, and a ninth
died two weeks later.
On Tuesday morning, stories about
the tragedy appeared in both the Post
and The Washington Star. The names ·
of the victims were not published because the police did not release them.
The police blamed the delay on difficulties in notifying next of kin and on
the fact that some of the dead had been
carrying false identification.
By Wednesday, five of the victims
were identified in both papers. The
Star continued to follow the story,
publishing additional names and
profiles of the dead.
But the Post played the story differently. Profiles of the victims appeared
with one significant omission · - no
names were mentioned.
Several of the victims of the Cfoema
Follies fire were prestigious members
of the Washington community, including a Congressional legislative assistant, an economist for the International
Monetary Fund, an Army major stationed at Fort Mead, and a minister.
Post Metro Editor Leonard Downie
admits that, "a great deal of discussion
by editors" took place before the final
agreement not to print the victims'
identities. The five names appeared in
Wednesday's paper only because "the
night editor inserted them,'' Downie
says. "We didn't have a chance to
decide on the issue until the foll9wing
day."
J
At the Star, Managing Editor Sidney
Epstein admits to some soul-searching,
but concludes, "I thought we handled
it right. I can't see doing a story
without names, since it was a public
event. People died in a fire, and it was
our responsibility to report on them."
S,tar Ombudsman George Beveridge
criticized · the Post in an Oct. 31
column. "I can't, for the life of me,
imagine a like tragedy in any other
location in which the ·victims should
not be identified as a matter of legitimate reader interest,'' he wrote.
-from an article in More magazine's
December issue.
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Anita Changes N·ame But Not

Tactics··

By Jim Marko
agreed with Thompson. "We've exMIAMI, FL - Anita Bryant has
The slickly designed questionnaire
hausted our treasury on these suits,"
begun the new year with a new name
has four boxes to check: "Yes, I want
-Brake said in October. The two court
for her anti-gay organizing efforts. In
to stand with Anita to protect my
challenges included one by "Save the
11msolicited mailings, Bryant is urging
ch'ildren from the evils in America!";
Children" of Westport, Conn., to
:weople to send money to "Protect
"Yes, I will support Protect America's
force the Miami group to change its
America's Children," at a Miami
Children because I believe this is -a
address.
name, and the other by the family of
needed organization and because I
murdered San Francisco gay Robert
In the guise of an "opinion survey
think America's children need protecHillsborough.
oaffot;" Bryant tells prospective contion."; "Yes, I have enclosed my gift
tributors that she "urgently~• needs
of $25, $50, $100 to pay for
The Survey
opinions on the "issues of homosexand public awareness
educational
In the new appeal for money, Bryant
uality, child pornography, sex and vioprograms."; and "Yes, please send me
asks people to let her know how "you
- fence on t~_levision, aud prayer taken _ -feel about the disgusting morals our
your monthly newsletter.''
out of school." Lamenting in tone,
Bryant points to her "recent probfems" in the short letter. The singer
states ·that she had '-'no idea" that her
speaking out would lead -to ~"the attempted blacklisting of my career ...
ugly persecution at the hands of militant homosexuals . . . constant bitter
threats to shut me up for good ... [to
being] the national target for comedians and their audiences.''
Bryant, who signs the appeal Anita
Bryant Green, notes that she has had to
change the name of her organization
from "Save Our Children" to
Anita Br)ant w,ith her husband and two of her children.
uProtect America's Children" because
children are being taught in private and
of a lawsuit. In reality, two lawsuits
Also enclosed in the mailing is
left the coffers of SOC empty and
public schools. In some cities homo"another way you can help."
placed the group under court order to
sexuality is taught as an 'alternate life
Recipients of. the request are asked to
cfra-nge its name.
style' and is supported by the law."
send in names of friends so that they
Bryant continues to refer to this
may join the organization and contribMoney Problems
an
as
plea
money
disguised
thinly
ute funds.
In October 1977, Mike Thompson of
actual survey, adding that votes will be
the Miami group indicated that unless
Bryant's Year
tabulated by her office immediately.
Bryant came to the group's aid with
Despite Bryant's suggestions that her
This will enable Bryant "to present
money and support, SOC might have
livelihood has been much affected by
your concerns in my books, -during
to disband. Attorney Robert Brake,
the gay community's fight against her,
press interviews, and on my national
another leader of the anti-gay group,
she was able to hold on to her $100,000
television appearances.''

Sentence Given in Murder Case RIVERSIDE, CA - The man who
confessed to being the so-called "trashbag murderer'' has pleaded guilty to
three of the 27 murders of which he
stood charged. Patrick Kearney was
serit to prison for life without possibility of parole.
, Kearney, 38, was indicted for the
three murders by the same grand jury
which freed his roommate, David Hill,
because of insufficient evidence. The
-two turned themselves in to police last
June and told a bizarre tale of a
number of murders of young men irr
and around Los Angeles.
Officials asserted at the time of the
arrests that as many as 40 murders,
most of them unsolved killings of gays,
could be solved in their investigation.
Ten bodies have been discovered to
date, some of them dismembered ·and
placed in platic trashbags. All of the
victims were young men between the
ages of 13 and 28.

Kearney and Hill admitted to the
police that they were homosexuals.
Despite the fact some of the victims
were apparently gay, there has not
been a discernable common denominator among them.
At the time of the arrests of the two,
_Lt. Edward Douglas of the L.A.
County Sheriff Dept. said that there
was "no indication of a motive." Despite the apparent lack of connection
between the homosexuality: of Kearney
and Hill and any motive for the crimes,
newspapers ac·ross the nation headlined
the fact that homosexuals were accused
of murder. ''Two Homosexuals, Held
in 2 Slayings, Suspected of 26 Other
Coast Deaths,'' headlined The New
York Times in a front-page story. The
subsequent freeing of Hill and the
recent conviction of Kearney have been
all but ignored by the straight media.

DID YOU SEE?
The Martinsburg Journal

Comment
Editorials- Viewpoint -'-- Opinions -

John F. Holpnar

Executive Editor

contract as spokesperson for the
Florida Citrus Commission this year.
She also wrote a new book, The Anita
Bryant Story, published by a religious
book firm in New Jersey.
NBC TV's decision to dump the
singer as co-host of this year's televised
Orange Bowl Parade on New Year's
Eve led to a petition drivefo Oklahoma
City. Evangelist Larry Jones delivered
the 10,000 name document to the network, which had replaced Bryant on
the program with Rita Moreno. Jones,
who formed a group called "Oklahomans for Anita,'' to support the
newly christened effort out of Miami,
said that Bryant's "civil rights to
being
are
of speech
freedom
abridged.'' Nae continued to deny
that the replacement of Bryant had
anything to do with her anti-gay
campaigns.
Bryant Is Admired
Oklahoma, Bryant's home state,
does not seem to be the only place from
· where support comes for the leading
anti-gay figure in the country. Good
Housekeeping magazine annoullced in
their year-end issue that Bryant topped
the list of the "most admired women in
America.''
Bryant held what the magazine
called a '·'slim but substantial margin"
over former First Lady Pat Nixon in
the voting done by Good Housekeeping readers. Among others on the list
were Betty Ford, Rosalyn Carter, Barbara Jordan, Beverly Sills, Julie Nixon
Eisenhower, and Princess Grace of
Monaco.

Support Comes From Europe
NEW YORK CITY - In a full-page
advertisement in Time magazine, the
Foundation for Free Human Partnership, which is in The Netherlands, calls
on President Carter and the American
people to bound homosexual rights
"inseparably'' to human rights.
headlined
advertisement,
The
. "What's Going on in America?", is
signed by writers and government officials from around the world. The message expresses puzzlement that "in
certain states fundamental hu-m an rights are being withheld or revoked."
Pointing to Article 2 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which
states that- everyone is entitled to fundamental rights and liberties with no
distinctions between groups or classes
of people, the message charges that in
this country "universal rights do not
seem to include homosexuals."
"In spite of the Declarationof Helsinki, in defense of which President
Carter has declared himself so strongly
abroad, in certain states homosexuals
are excluded from government jobs.
Many homosexuals have been denied
housing, employment and access to
public accommodations," the message
declares.

It continues: "We are alarmed by
the campaign of Anita Bryant, who
preaches discrimination in the name of
God. We are also alarmed by the fact
that many politicians in America, who
do not personally believe in discrimination against homosexuals, lack th e
courage to stand up to this bigotry.
"President Carter's human rights
policy can gain credibility only if the
rights of homosexuals in the United
States of America are bound inseparably to human rights for all people.
''We ask our traditional friends and
allies in America to fight this injustice.
You have done it before; you can do it again," the advertisement concludes.
The signers of the advertisements
taken out by the Foundation for Free
Human Partnership include authors
Simone de Beauvoir, Jean-Paul Sartre,
Gunther Grass, and Alberto Moravia.
Other signers include Sir John Gielgud,
the actor; Felipe Gonzales,_ the First
Secretary of the Worker's Socialist
Party of Spain; Mrs. Jen van den
Heuvel, Chairperson of the Labor
Party of The Netherlands; Marco Pannella, a -Parliamentary leader in Italy;and Sicco Mansholt, former President
of the European Commission.

perverts are about where the blacks
were at Emancipation - a century at
least from the privileges of de facto
equality. That is why I believe that the
movie house fire victims are "better
off dead," and at peace with nature.
Admittedly, . political events today
move faster than in the past and
neither the cop nor the vigilante
bothers a pair of "consenting males"
at their loathsome play. But before this
ink is dry, some perverted maniac will
corrupt, rape or murder some child
who has a right to normal life. It's

questionable whether a fully-identified
homo should be at large in our streets.
No ,psychiatrist has yet done more for
the violent queer than the hangman's
noose or an enforced exile in Siam
where, they tell me, -everything
goes. . . - from a column by Holmes
Alexander in the Martinsburg (W. Va.)
Journal, Nov. 10, 1977.

1

Letters

Gen•rol Manager
Edward W , Kruger
W illiam M Thompson - Managing Editor

- - - - - - - THURSDAY NOVEMBER 10 1977,_ _ _ _ __

WASHINGTON, D.C. - "I have
nothing to declare but my genius,''
said Oscar Wilde to the N. Y. customs
officer, and nobody ever blamed him
for not confessing his homosexuality.
Oscar's perversion got him into the
civil courts, the criminal courts,
Reading Gaol, and into an exile so
deep that his sons legally altered their
names to hide from the shame.
I think the eight homosexuals who
were trapped and burned to death in a
"queer" movie house (here where
there are also "queer bars" and clubs
Page 6 • GCN, January 14, 1978

when~ the homos hide out in the closet)
- I think they are better off dead, I mourn only for their families (who
could change their names), and I have
sympathy only for the American 50ciety which doesn't know what to do
about the 20 million queers at large in
the United States. I doubt if om state
and national legis.latures could summon a majority vote in an explicit
amendment to the Civil Rights laws to
protect these sexual outcasts. It's been
estimated by a fellow-columnist who
writes much on the subject that the

Anti-Gay Group Uses Mail Campaign~

waited · for a more appropriate time,
but the alarming menace headlined
above is quietly on the verge of be- .
c.oming a harsh reality in countless
American communities . . . nerhaps
even your own. I'm afraid it's true.
And what's most frightening is that
this key aspect of the powerful 'gay
rights' movement is being forced
ahead, right now, with such stealth
that few Americans are even aware of

By Walta Borawski
Once again an attack - in the name
of christianity - has been launched
against the gay community.
A slick, expensive direct mail package has been circulated by the Christian Youth Corps, under the direction
of the Rev. David A. Noebel, president
of the American Christian College and
professor of biblical studies there. Part
of the circular is an ad for Noebel's
book, "The Homosexual Revolution."
Billed as a work to bring about "Public
Awareness and Action ... the ultimate
weapon against 'gay' influence over
America's schoo1 children,"the book
sells at $7 .50 per copy, and is available
through the Christian Youth Corps'
Tulsa, Oklahoma office.
"This alarming book," says part of
the four-page brochure that accompanies a "poll questionnaire," postpaid reply envelope, three-page cover
letter and request for financial assistance, "is a key element in the Christian
Youth Corps crusade to keep homosexl,lal teachers out of our classrooms."
The brochure claims the ·book is
"written from carefully documented
facts," and that it "reveals ... Anita
Bryant's epic and courageous fight
against homosexual influence in
America ... the shocking story of the
San Francisco school system's kindergarten-through-12th Grade program
called 'Gay is Good' . . . previously
little-known details of homosexual activities, including their methods of seducing adolescents and their quiet
drive to legalize them by having the
'age of sexual consent' lowered by law
. . . the politics of the homosexual
ml""'o.t.,....,mr1,.-.f

,,,;+~ C,,11 ...,J,....4-,....!l .... ...... C 0 - ..... ,...! A.-~ ..

...

how close its sickening threat has come
to touching their youngsters."

CYC director Rev. David A. Noebel
Carter's pursuit of the 'gay' vote;
Communist blac,kmail of highly placed
homosexuals in government; the redefinition of 'the family' by H.U.D.
that entitles 'gay' couples to federal
loans for houses . . . the Bible's condemnation of homosexuality as sinful
- with specific quotes from 'Genesis'
to 'Revelation' . . . plus numerous
other insights and reports that serve to
reveal the 'gay rights' movement as a
socially destructive and highly danger. ous threat to our entire nation."
The Christian Youth Corps bills itself as "Young America's answer to
the nation's mounting demand for
moral leadership."
Its three-page cover letter asks; in
large print: "DO YOU WANT FLAGRANT HOMOSEXUALS TEACHING
YOUR
FAMILY'S CHILDREN?" Printed under Noebel's letterhead, the letter begins: "Dear
Friend: Please forgive me for putting
such a question to you during this
____ :_1

L-1 •.

______

I

... ,... •• 1...1

L-··~

Noebel goes on: "The question is,
how can we prevent it - especially
since the 'gay rights' movement is
being made to appear harmless by the
ill-advised support of public figures
ranging from the new mayor of New
York City, . to the President of the
United States himself?"
He proposes that the answer. can be
found in what he terms "publi·c education PLUS a massive Citizen
Opinion Campaign for letting our ·nation's key decision-makers know how
Americans really feel about this crucial
issue. And luckjly," he continues, "the
machinery for launching this potent
two-pronged drive against the homosexual-teacher menace already exists! it
consists of the CHRISTIAN YOUTH
CORPS, which I serve as Director, myself and you."
A christian man - by his own
admission - he goes on to talk of
"smashing" the" 'gay' assault," "exposing this vile movement." He
assures potential supporters that their
names will be kept in strictest confidence. He asks for contributions, and _
the boxes are there to check, ranging
from $1,000 to $7 .50 (which entitles
the donor to a "free:' copy of Nocbcl's

On the flip side of the "contribution
form" is the "poll questionnaire."
There are six questions: "Would you
favor a ban against homosexual
teachers
in
your
community's
schools?" "Do you support Anita Bryant's stand against all 'gay rights'
bills?" "Would you be likely to vote
against a politician who favors allowing homosexual teachers in your community's schools?" "Do you agree
that homosexuality is abnormal and
should not . be publicly sanctioned or
supported?" "Do you feel that 'gay
education' courses in public schools
should be outlawed?' "Would you
favor the elimination of 'gay' dubs on
the nation's high school and college
campuses?"
According to the brochure, "°hich
shows a male teacher, eyes blocked out
with a black rectangle, standing over
children, Noebel was educated at the
Milwaukee Bible College, Hop~ College; University of Wisconsin, and the
University of Tulsa. His six "books''
also include:" Rhythm, Riots and Revolution," "The Marxist Minstrels,"
"Slaughter of the Innocent." He is a
member of th·e American Philosophical
Association, the Southwest Philosophical Society, and the International
Platform Association. He is, according
to the brochure, listed in the first three
editions of "Who's Who in Religion." ·

VOLUNTEER
On Friday nights, (;CN needs p<'oplc
to help gel the newspaper in the mails.
Give ns as mm·h of your time as you
can,

L __ 1.,

4'ear6en
Street
1st Floor, 22 Avery St., Boston, Tel. 482-9040
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THE TRAGEDY OF
The Kinsey

By Robert Eth~rington
This month marks the 30th anniversary
of the publication of the first Kinsey
Report, Sexual Behavior in the Human
Male. The following is the first of a
two part article about Dr. Kinsey's life
and work.
'
Twenty years ago, the eminent psychologist Evelyn Hooker set out to discover if homosexuals could legitimately be labeled "neurotic" or "diseased." This ·celebrated study, comparing t_he results of various psychological tests taken by both homosexuals
and heterosexuals, established that
most psychiatric theories concerning
homosexuality were without merit.
Christopher Isherwood declared that
Dr. Hooker's work amounted to a
"declaration of independence" for
homosexuals, freeing them ·from the
sickness stigma. She became famous
and deservedly popular in the gay com~
munity. As recently as this year, John
Rechy in The Sexual Out/aw acknowledged his debt, as a homo.sexual, to Dr.
Hooker, who "waged 'the fight' years
ago when it was truly dangerous to do
so."
Without in any way denigrating Dr.
Hooker's achievements, I believe there
was another heroic figure in the battle
for sexual liberation, one whose work
in sex research is certainly the greatest
in this century: Alfred Charles Kinsey.
He "waged the fight" a decade before
Dr. Hooker, when it was even more
dangerous to do so - and, unlike Dr.
Hooker (who is now justly venerated),
his fight killed him outright.

*

*

. *.

Sexology, the study of human sexual
~ehavior in and of itself, is a comparatively new science, dating only from
the end of the last century. The two
major pioneers in_this field were Havelock Ellis and, of course, Freud. In the
,words of the intellectual historian Paul
Robinson:

. .. they sought to broaden the range or
legitimate sexual behavior - to ime~tigate and to apologize for those apparently
deviant forms of scxualitv that the Victorians, with their exclusi~e commitmeilt
to adult, genital. hctcro-;exual intercourse, had be<;n reluctant even to recognize.

Yet another possible answer has
been advanced by Paul Robinson
author of The Modernization of Sex, ~
study of Kinsey's work. Kinsey was at,.
tached to another zoologist, Ralph
It was a general survey, the first ever
Voris, whose speciality was the staphymade of sexual behavior among people - linid . beetle. Together these two young
of both genders in all races and classes,
professors wandered about the country
that was to form Kinsey's greatest
looking for their respective insects.
achievements: the two volumes Sexual
Theirs wa-s a very close relationship
Behavior in the Human Male ( 1948)
and Robi•nson speculates · that it might
and Sexual Behavior in the Human Fehave had homosexual overtone,s.
male. (1953).
(though there probab°Iy was nQ overt
homosexual behaviqr between them).
Kinsey, who was married . and the
*
*
*
father of several children, might have
been startled to discover homosexual
Alfred Charles Kinsey was born in
feelings within himself and -decided to
· 1894 to prosaic parents. A sickly child,
try
to understand them by studying
uninterested in athletics, he occupied
sexuality in general.
his time with wandering in the woods, ·
Whatever the answer, Kinsey began
J~serving the behavior of various wildasking
his own students questions
life. While still an adolescent, he pubabout their sex lives. Within a few years
lished his first article (now lost),
he accumulated hundreds of ' sex his- /
"What Do Birds Do When It Rains?".
tories,
more than in most so-called
His father, an engineer, wanted the
,studies of sexuality that had previously
young Kinsey to follow in his footbeen made. The information Kinsey
steps. Kinsey insisted on studying biolelicited
from his students bore little
ogy and zoology. His father, in effect,
resemblance to the "facts" that apthrew him out. But he succeeded in
peared in the psychiatric literature. (He
entering Bowdoin, taking his degree in
was particularly surprised to learn that
biology. He then attended the famous
homosexual behavior was far more
Bussey Institute at Harvard. While
widespread than he or anyone else had
there, he found the first great love of
suspected.) He saw that an enormous
his life: the gall wasp. He roamed the
research project was necessary. In the
country looking for its nests. Over the
words of Wardell Pomeroy, Kins~y's
years he collected endless numbers of
the tiny insects, no~ing an · the many · longtime research assistant and subsequent biographer, Kinsey had '' found
variations between them. This fascinahis mis_sion in life." His ultimate goal
tion with variation in physical charwas "to distinguish the scientific data
acteristics and behavior within a given
in this field from the moralistic clapspecies was to form the cornerstone of
trap which has invaded the school
his later research in human sexual beroom." So, he set out to make a Revohavior.
lution.
·
After earning his Doctorate, Kinsey
went to the University of Indiana as
Professor of Zoology, a position he
*
*
*
was to hold for the rest of his eventful
When studying the gall wasp, Kinlife. It was in the late 1930s that he
sey, as a conscientious scientist, knew
began to express an interest in studying
that a collection of a few hundred or
human sexual behavior. Why? No one
even several thousand of the insects
really knows, though many have specwould hardly have been sufficient to
ulated. It is true that he was asked to
learn about the full range of its behavior.
teach a course on marriage and its
So too, he believed that at least 100,000
problems. While preparing for it, he
sex histories would be needed to underwas appalled to discover in the "scienstand human sexual behavior. When
tific literature" so little scientifically
the Male - volume was published in
valid as opposed to morally tenden t1ous
1948, only 12,000 such histories had
information on sexuality. "Morals
been obtained. (Kinsey made it clear
masqueraded under the name of
that the l?ook ~as only a progress rescience."
survey1of. per;ons who did not havelsexual
problems which would lead them to professional sources for" help.

We did dare to faee th
it threatened to slay
Kinsey

A formidable task - one that has yet
to be completed.
Like the work of most pioneers,
theirs c.mly opened the door on this
enormuus subject. Ellis, for ex_ample,
based his ideas concerning, say, homosexuality primarily,on letters written to
him by various homosexuals. He rarely
met his correspondents face -to face
and, therefore, should be considered
largely an arm-chair theorist.
So too, Freud's views on sexual behavior were based on an extremely
, limited sampling: those who came to
him with various real or imagined emotional problems. _It is quite impossible
to generalize about sexuality ·when one
has examined only those ·disturbed by _
their sexuality.
Kinsey, while always respecting the
courage of these two men in examining
a taboo subject, was to write:

__ The monumental work of Havelock Ellis
and of Freud . ·, . did not involve a general
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Kinsey (center) and students hunt for wasps.

port, not a finished study.)At the time
of -Kinsey's death in 1956, the number
had been increased to 18,000, still less
than 200Jo of the sampling Kinsey considered adequate, though far in excessof any other sexual behavior study
either before or since.
Kinsey also broke with tradition by
discarding the questionnaire method of
research in favor of the personal inter. view. In the once famous second chapter of the Male volume, he described
his interviewing techniques, princii,,al
among them being the ability to "accept any type of sexual behavior ob-jectively, listen to the record without
adverse reaction, and record without
social or moral evaluation."
By _all accouri.ts(even those of his ene-·
mies), Kinsey was a masterful interviewer. Robinson has called -Kinsey's
interviews his ''most brilliant creation,

OF ALFRED KINSEY

insey Reports ·
information needs to be· pooled, if we are
ever going to affect public understanding
of the~e things.

Kinsey was rarely turned down.
It was while on interviewing trips
that Kinsey began to encounter the
oppos1t1on that . would eventually
destroy him. Small town sheriffs, after
learning what he was up to, would try
to run him out of town. A hotel manager once threw him out "because I do
not intend that anyone should have his
mind undressed in my hotel." As
Kinsey wearily wrote:
There were threats of legal action, threats
of censorship , and for some years there
was criticism from scientific colleagues . It
has been interesting to observe how far
the ancient traditions and social customs
influence even persons who are trained as
scientists.

But the administration of Indiana.University, despite its subservience to a
conservative state government, stood
by Kinsey and the work continued.

*
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The two Kinsey Reports are among
the most important books published in
this century, but together they contain
some 1600 pages of tightly_written scientific prose, and so are unfortunately
more talked about than read.
Gays, of course, ought to be familiar
with the famous statistics about the in. cidence of homosexual behavior
among males and females: 37% of all
males and fully 50% of those who
remain single to age 35 have at least
one homosexual experience; 10% of all
males are primarily homosexual for at
least a part of their lives; 11 % of
unmarried, 2% of married females are
as much homo- as heterosexual ;6% of
unmarried, though less than 1OJo of
married fem ales are primarily homosexual.; etc., etc.
These high incidence statistics rather
surprised Kinsey and led him to make
statements that were then, and are still,
thought to be revolutionary in that
they fly in the face of orthodox psychiatric theories:
The opinion that homosexual activity i11
itself provides evidence of a psychopathic
personality is materially challenged by _
these incidence and frequency data. Of

, faee the faet, though
to sla~ us. - Alfred

:ne

*

an authentic tour de ferce in which
every scrap of sexual information
available to . memory was wrenched
from the subject in less than two
hours."
Interviews were conducted in almost
every conceivable locale: inside,
outside, in cars, on trains, in cellars,
attics and bathrooms, wherever Kinsey
found people willing to talk - and
sometimes people not so willing. On ·
them Kinsey would turn his enormous
charm. His pitch was usually similar to
what h~ once wrote to a timid hornosexual.
It is desperately strategic that our civilization realize something of Jhe diversity in
human sexual behavior,'and acquire some
sympathetic understanding .o f that which
is different from one's own. (Homosexuality) is a subject in which all possible
.I

the 40 or 50 per cent of the population
which has homosexual experience, certainly a high proportion would not be
considered psychopathic personalities on
the basis of anything else in their histories. It is argued that an individual who
is so obtuse to social reactions as to continue his ·homosexual activity arid make it
any material portion of his life, therein
evidences some social incapacity; but psychiatrists and clinicians in general might
very well re-examine their justification for
demanding that all persons conform to
particular patterns of behavior.

It must be remembered that Kinsey was
first and foremost a zoologist and had
, witnessed the behavior, homosexual as
well as heterosexual, of many animals.
He therefore made what is called the
Argument De Animalibus
Variant types of behavior represent the

basic mammalian patterns which have
been so effectively suppressed by human
culture that they persist and reappear only
among those few individuals who ignore
custom and deliberately follow their preferences . .. In some instances sexual behavior which is outside the socially accepted pattern is · the more natural behavior because it is less affected by social
restraints.

such possible variations, who could
really say what was "normal" or "abnormal" behavior? (Kinsey once brilliantly defined the psychiatric term
"nymphomaniac" as "Someone who
has more sex than you do.")
It is interesting in light of this to note
that Kinsey doubted that people could
legitimately be labeled "homosexual"
or "heterosexual." He found great
variations in behavior not only between but also within individuals. The
sex histories of a number of people
contained many years of homosexual
behavior, but quite suddenly these
same people abandoned homosexuality
in favor of heterosexuality. Why? Kinsey was forced to conclude that sexual
responsiveness was highly fluid. "One
may continue to learn artd continue to
be conditioned by new types..of situations at any time during one's life."
(My italics) ·
Kinsey, however, couldn't find a
single individual whose sexual orientation was significantly altered by psychotherapy. "[Psychiatry l does not
begin to accomplish what the analysts
claim it does, or can do, in changing
patterns of behavior.."

And finally:
The inherent physiologic capacity of an
animal to respond to ·any sufficie_nt stimulus seems, then, the basic explanation of
the fact that some individuals respond to
stimuli originating in other individuals of
their own sex - and it appears to indicate
that every individual could so respond if
the opportunity offered and one were not
conditioned against making such responses. (My italics) .

The Kinsey Reports are, of course,
much more than a- defense of homosexual behavior. .They contain as thorough an examination as has ever been
made of every major form of sexual
behavior: adolescent and adult, male
and female, married and unmarried,
licit and illicit. As . Robinson remarks,
"Alongside this achievement, . . .
Freud's and EIiis's sexual studies
appear shabby indeed."
Underlying the two volumes is a·
delight in the enormous variation in
sexual behavior from one person to
another. During the research, Kinsey
encountered two healthy males, one of
whom had only a single orgasm in
thirty years, while the other had thirty
per week for an equal period. ' Given

*

*

Kinsey always scoffed at the notion
that he was in any way a philosopher.
He was, I think, unduly modest. The
two Reports contain enormous philosophical, mofal and religious, or rather
anti-religious implications. Kinsey was,
for example, a determined atheist who
viewed world history largely through a
Voltairian prism - as an endless struggle between superstition and science.
The power of religion, he believed,
caused nothing but fear and continued
ignorance of sexuaL behavior, and the
Reports contain bitter denunciations of
the Judeo-Christian tradition. ·
Kinsey was equally bitter in denouncing psychiatry, believing it to be
largely a theology with many of its
practitioners · priests as fraudulent as
those in the more conventional religions.
From the Male volume, here is the
atheist heart of the Kinsey Reports:
Whatever the moral interpretation, there
is no scientific reason for considering
particular types of sexual activity as
intrinsically, in their biologic origins,
normal or abnormal. Yet scienfrfic classifications have ·been nearly ·identical with
theological classifications and with the
moral pronouncements of the English
common law of the fifteenth century.
This, in turn, ... was based on the tenets
of ancient Greek and Roman cults, and of
the Talmudic law. Present-day legal
determinations· of se_xual acts which are
acceptable, or · "natural," and those
which are • contrary- to nature are not
based on data obtained from biologists,
nor from nature herself. On the contrary,
the ancient codes have been accepted by
laymen, jurists, and scientists alike as the
ultimate sources of moral evaluations,
present-day legal procedure, and of the
list of subjects that may go into a
textbook of abnormal psychology. In no
other field of science have scientists been
satisfied to accept the biologic notions of
ancient jurists and theologians, or the
analyses made by the ,mystics of two or
three thousand years ~go.

T·hese and similar words, as we will see,
destroyed their author. ··

(Next . week: Kinsey and his Critics)
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.T - Co~ing Out On A

Bus In A01erica

'"' '·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -··i

By Aleine Ridge
Reprinted by permission jrom Outcome

''i came out . on a greyhound bus
.
·rom arkansas''
why the hell is she falling off her
chair? laughing at me. doesn't she
realise it's the most serious thing i've
!ver done? sometimes it feels like 1.he
only s~rious· thing i've done. it was
obvious of course, looking back. the
progression that always felt like a
string of painful, isolated events; the
separate holiday, own rooms, nonmonogamy, moving out, going to
america, only realising then that i'd ·
gone to america in order to come out
- not being quite able to, trying, not
knowing what it meant, but knowing
that going to bed with a woman was
not, definitely not what i meant by
coming out. the whole table is laughing
nowthey must think i made out, not
came out, in that bus ...
remembering, stroking my jou'rnal,
"midnight - gr.een light, can't tell reflections from clouds, smoking chimneys through tinted perspex my idea of
dante's inferno. she's 17 - her name is
tricia, she's already borne a child, been
wandering around the states looking
for work·and now she's curled up next
tome.
i so much want to stroke her, hold
her, kiss the back of her neck that it
hurts. we've talked about men, i
almost talked with her about thinking i
was a lesbian, but i was sca_red she'd be
afraid of me, the bus and the depots

look down where she hides in the dark
warmth of my borrowed burnoose.''
i'd said i was a lesbian twice before,
wishing it were true, but using the word
so illegitimately.
the first time, like a man, straights,
as a club to beat us into line with.
a taxi driver trying, leering,• coming
on strong, trapping me inside the cab,
pouring rain outside, he squeezes my
hand giving me the tinny alloy change,
what can i do?
"if i do come round for that drink
with you and your friend, it'll just be
for the drink, i'm a lesbian" clutching
the door, grabbing my pack ·
"you're a WHAT?"
"a lesbian, bye" free now, out of
reach, the light from the woman's
coffee house reaches out
"HEY, you mean you don't go with
men???"
"that's right you creep now piss off
and qui~kerb crawling"
i was ashamed of saying it when i
had no right, not knowing how to earn
the right. the second time i was grovelling for a favour, and if i was a dyke
this guy might think more kindly of

·are not the places for the public display
of that sort of confusion, hers and
mine.
my confusions are ended now, she's
clinched it, and i'm never going to be in
this damn closet again.
this is the first time i've ever
admitted i've desired a woman, to love

me, i hoped, him being gay, i so
wanted to get out of that city and visit
him on the reservatiQn, maybe he'd .
overlook the lousy colour of my skin.
when he didn't answer the Jetter i
thought about_it - how would i feel
about a man who wanted me to
overlook his prick? i thought everyone
could see my hatefulness. the third
time.
words can't do it, don't answer,
inadequate patriarchal drivel, all i've
got.
fullness · soft strength . a communion of women •
Continued on page 12

Contact lenses
Hard

Gas Perm

Soft (B&L)

$100*

$150*

$175*

(Credit Cards Accepted)

Also, no-boil and astigmatic soft lens.

Call For Consumer Info
353-1550
Dr. Richard T. Montross
665 Beacon Street, Suite 303
Boston, Mass. 02215
•single vision lenses exclusive of -professional fees.

her with my body as well, because i'm a
wQman and she is too. now, even while
i polish the epigrams, i'm loving her,
loving with her, for it's the shared
womanness, shared pain, but such
divergent paths ... ?
already i gently laugh with joy as -i
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Sun.-AII Day-2 drinks for the price of one.
Mon. -Raffle-Win a dinner for 2 at The House
(ask for details)
Tues. ·& Thurs.-Free Movies at 7:30

THE

HOUSE·
RESTAURANT

Buy one dinner receive
the second lower priced
dinner at half price.
Gourmet Italian Restaurant
12 Wilton St., Allston

783-5701

"The House is for lovers. or even friends. with
time on their hands and hunger - for fine food.··
David Brudnoy

Now Open 7 Nights a Week 5- 11 p. m.
Off Cambridge St. near Harvard Ave. Open 5 to 11 pm,
free parking, air conditioned, all major credit
cards honored, serving beer and wine, vegetarian dishes.
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The
.House

From Kenmore Sq.
Taite Watertown limited Bua down Bri,hton
Ave . - get off at Harvani Ave

Downtown Bo.ton
From Downtown 8oaion ta.lie 8.C. Common ·
-Ith Ave. Green liM Tmlley to Common•
-Ith 6 HM'1ard Avea.

·· Tony Bosco. creator lthlc're is no othlc'1
appropriate word) of the excellent House ri,>slaurant in Brighton
rlc'cently opened a bar in the basement of the same building. called
The Delivery Entrance· Pred ic tabh,:. the design of the place is
wonderful. a low-ber1med ceiling. warm quam.' ti le flour,. stone
and rough -panelled walls . a dim room filleri with pillow, for
provocative lounging. wicker chairs and palm, Sl't o n rnwn1al
carpets. a few discreet games ··
-Joseph Cain. In Touch

Men & Women

7 Nights 5-1

BOOKS

'Anita Bryant's Story The Gospel According to Mrs. Robert Green
The Anita Bryant Story: The Survival of Our Nation's Families and the
Threat of Militant Homosexuality by
Anita Bryant. Fleming H. Revell Company, New Jersey 1977 156 pp.

A Review by Bob -Wellington
The most difficult task in reviewing
_ this book was trying to. come from a
fair and impartial place. I want to state
right from the start that I did not enjoy
· the reading but I found a cert_ain
amount of redeeming value within its
pages.
- First I want to deal with the parts I
did not J~which were quite
numerous. ~ e after reading this
review you "won't bother to pick up a
copy. The main reason I do not advocate buying this book is that it might
encourage Mrs. Robert Green to write
more of them.
This autobiographical account of the
battle for survival of our nation's
familes against the threat of "militant
homosexuality" is basically~ one hundred and twenty-five page sermon. The
book preaches that everyone is sinful
and bad but that the "Militant Homosexual" is at the top of the list.
I keep putting "militant homosexual" in quotations to demonstrate the
constant denial of this book t'o recognize gays and lesbians ' as human
beings as well as distinct personages.
The word Gay appears in quotations
constantly throughout the whole book.
I think she's trying to tell Gay People
that she only recognizes us as sinful
"homosexuals." Nothing like being
stereotyped.
One of the other major themes laced
throughout these pages is Sexism. Mrs.
Green continually refers to all homosexuals in pronoun form as either "he"
or "him." She also .lightly refers to ,
most feminists as having "lesbian tendencies anyway.''
Mrs. Green, who is constantly stereotyping even herself, reminds readers
that she is "only a woman" and this
has been a large drain because she says
she is the weaker vessel.At one point, (and I loved this one)
she asked Brother Bill (her Pastor)
"Why me? I mean I'm just a woman. I
shouldn't be this involved.
And it's
not in the Bible!" This is one .e xample
of Mrs. Green's exp~rtise in Scripture.
After questioning,
Brothei: Bill
countered by saying that when men
don't take a stand God will then raise
up a woman. He cited Esther 'a nd more
specifically Deborah (Judges Chap. 4
verse 4). Mrs. Green took a specific interest in this passage since she had
never· heard it Ibefore. I think a lot of

women will get in touch with why the
men never told Mrs. Green about
Deborah before - in Sunday School
or otherwise.
Brother Bill qescribed Deborah as
follows: [She •was] "Israel's leader at
the time. The one who was responsible
for bringing the people back to God
was Debefrah, a prophetess." I read the
chapter and felt it read more like
Deborah was Israel's savior ·at the time
and.was ·also a judge(their Leader)who
just happened to be a prophetess as
well.
Mrs . Green went on to say that Deborah was the weaker vessel (tell that to
a woman judge today), yet had the_
stronger faith and "Dear Lord, she
was also a singer." Mrs. Green identified herself with Deborah very
strongly. _
There are t·wo other points left out of
the book's account of Deborah which I
feel are important to the full understanding of the story. The first is that
alt' the people in the opposing army
were killed off to the last one.
Secondly, the other heroine in the story
of Deborah, Jae!, drove a stake ,
through the opposing general's skull
during his sleep as -he hid in her
husband's abode. This I believe is
another of those stories they don't tell
Sunday School children because of
their R and X rated value.
Mrs. Green is only into hearing the
parts of Scripture that she wants to
hear. Remember that Baptists once
owned slaves in previous times and
they claimeo this was also condoned in
scripture as well. I wonder how she
deals with her predecessors' past behavior in light of present times.
Further example of the anti-homosexual (homophobic) quoting from the
Bible is taken from the Book of Genesis. You know the one story in there
where the fall of man · was all a
woman's fault. There is another one
where the fall of a city was all th_e
homosexual's fault.
_ The Story is that of Sodom and
Gomorrah where the supposed homosexuality is referred to tastefully as
"intimacies" (Genesis chapters 27 and
28). The story depicts the journey of 3
angels on their way to Sodom and
Gomorrah in the form of humans to pass judgement on the settlement.
When they arrive they are welcomed as
. guests in the house of Lot and his
family. Shortly after their arrival the
townspeople, described as men, come
to Lot's house and demand intimacies
with Lot's guests. Lot then offers his
daughters who have never known intercourse, to the crowd instead so that his
guests will not be bothered. The angels
take over at this point and-disperse the
crowd. Lot and his family are then instructed to leave and never look back.
The angels then proceeded to destroy
the city.
At this point something interesting
in what we might call a twist in the plot
occurs. Lot's wife looks back and is
turned into a p-illar of salt as they flee
the area. Lot and his two daughters
take refuge and these two young
women proceed to ply Lot (unknown
to h_im of course) with drink and have
intercourse with him on two consecutive nights. They did this in order that
they might have sons. The two illegitimate males produced from this union
went on to become the fathers of two
nations. It's interesting that· Mrs.
Green is not concerned about any of
this.
To gain further understanding of

this chapter I questioned the Pastor of
Metropolitan Community Church of
Boston, Ed Hougen) on the meaning.
He said that the sin of Sodom and
Gomorrah was that of inhospitality.

During the culture ot that time tne
alien depended heavily upon the welcome in a new community for survival.
To treat strangers in a non-hospitable
way in those days was not in the ways
of the Lord.
The next biggy Biblical text thrown
at the ungodly "militant homosexual"
is the legislative text of Leviticus. This
is where God says through Moses that
- they (the Israelites) are not to behave
like their oppressors (the Egyptians) or
like the people in the land where God is
sending them.
Our specific interest lies in Leviticus
Chapter 18 verses l through 24 the
"Sanctity of Sex" laws. It says here
that a man should not lie with another
man as he would with another woman.
Now this is quite clear even to my way
of thinking but there are a lot of other
laws in Leviticus a_s well and some of
them are doozies.
The "Sanctity of Sex" part of the
law says no sex with relatives, no
sex with your mother, no sex with your
father's wife (this doesn't mean that
she is your mother), and of course you
shouldn't marry your wife's sister because it might cause rivalry. These are
just a few of the many do's and don't's
you can find in this divine message
from God through Moses.
Leviticus has a lot of other good
laws that the Ungodly would do well to
follow - such as not eating seafood,
not wearing red dresses and the stoning
of stubborn children.
The biblical -quoting in this book is
continuous and used with what I call a
great deal -of artistic license. This of
course doesn't include the outright lies
and myths about lesbians and gay men
being pushed off as well established
facts.
At this poir]t I would like Mrs. Green
to say a few things for herself. (Judgeme·nts of whole groups of people make
great quotations): First let's start with
her love for the "homosexual" where
she states - "I love the homosexual
enough not to allow HIM to asser·t for
HIMSELF a lifestyle the Bible teaches
is perversion and will destroy HIM . I
love HIM enough to take a stand and
say, No, that ought not to be!" Notice
how· women get equal billing-.
Next she sets herself up as an authority on homosexuality and states "The
reason [people are homosexual] is
difficult to understand, you cannot

a

pinpoint sin under a microscope or isolate it in some lab." Oh well, at least
she didn't use "he" or "him" in this
one.
In another section she speaks of God

and says "God is no respector of
person; He is also no respector of one's
sexual appetites. Hell will be partially
populated by 'caring, honest, whole
persons' who are proud they are gay." ·
Notice How God always ends up being
a man.
The nastiest one of all comes in when
she denies calling gay people human
garbage. "I merely stated that if I
exposed my children to homosexuality
I might as well feed them garbage.''
Close but no cigar.
Mrs. Green · quotes a lot from her
supporters, most of whom are male.
There is one from Dr. Max Rafferty
that is particularly offensive.He stated
after the smoke had cleared from Dade
County, "And school children catch .
on inevitably and quickly. Little
pitchers have big ears, as our. forebears
were fond of saying, and it's still true.
Their reasoning is stark in its simplicity
and as certain as sunrise: 'If it's okay
to hire a per~ert to teach in 'a public
institution and if it's okay to pay a
pervert with tax money and if it's okay
to put a pervert in charge of the educational destinies of school children, then
it must be okay to be a pervert:" I
think the Doctor has stark reasoning
well under his control.
This book and its supporters state
emphatically that they are part of
God's chosen people and the "Militant
Homosexual" is not. Frankly there
have been so many groups purporting
to be God's chosen people I'm not
quite sure Vl.hich group •is right. Who
knows; maybe we all are.
I stated earlier there is some redeeming value in this book - I still beljeve
that. I felt the fervent belief of this
woman and the group she leads (and
you are their leader, not just a woman,
Anita). I felt their support and love for
one another. Make no mistake - they
have a strong belief and love for the
other members of their group. In this I
see very little difference between Save
our Children and the Gay Liberati.on
movement which both believe in what
they are doing and support one another
in their struggle. To bad this is going
on in two different camps instead of
just one.
In closing I'd like to quote somebody else who said '' Love your neighbor as yourself." If we all did this I
think we might just see the end of all
these so-called Crusades for God.
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Coming Out
Continued from page 10

stretched out in the bus, the green
tinted wind rushing, feeling balmy.
·
energetic and peaceful.
the bus swayed, my torch flickered,
the journal kept slipping off the collapsible armrest. i gave her my coat, bu(
couldn't tell'i didn't need it 'cos i was
warm from thinking pf her. thinking of
the way she moved as she opened the
door for me, saved me a seat, talked
open herself. maybe - don't build
sandcastles ridge, anyhow shers getting
off the bus in 3 hours, in pittsburgh,
just don't fall for straights, 'fall for', i
know that's not what i'm feeling,
trying to protect by trivialisation. as i
pondered, reflected and didn't look
forward to pittsburgh, this woman
over the
aisle asked me quietly for a
loan of my torch, to cut the bandage,
to put over the wound that a man had
made. i held the torch, then the
bandage, then smoothed it under her
breast where the lump had been. she
looked at me and smiled the smile that
women have always smiled to each
other, in the dark. i love the feeling of
sharing something so intimate with this
woman. her back hurts, the kids have
cried all day, smelly old woman with
withered breasts and loathsome brats,
how blind am i still? what am i now
missing, distorting?
there's the woman behind me. she's
sitting bolt upright with her sleeping
husband and her. son sprawled across
her, she must 400 different kinds of

cramp and chills; she can hardly ·
breathe, but struggles to keep her head
above their clogging hair and clinging
hands, quietly, so as not to disturb
them, push those millstones off sister,
use your strength for yourself for once
and stop using it to prop up men.
i sat 6n the oily gravel and watched
tricia disappear into her father's coat,
feeling sicker than i thought possible.
my head lolls in time to the bumps in
this damn road, the seat sticks to the
·back of my sweaty shirt. why the hell
did i ever come to such a rancid
country with its s & m hi-fi ads "we'll
grab you by the ears and you'll love
it." how can i ever feel good again?
i look at the woman with the blood
seeping through her blouse and
remember the tender touch of her skin;
· the wife and mother, still supporting
twice her weight with her strength after
all these years; to give up is to betray
the smiles that get hidden even on this,
my first dyke dawn. i want to smile in
the light at my lovers and women
friends, i don't need so many words
and i'll help paint a new lesbian,
women's language.
COMING
OUT
ON
A
GREYHOUND BUS AIN;T THAT
BAD, BUT IT AIN'T THAT FUNNY
EITHER.

Tell them you saw
it in GCN!

LOVEBIRDS LOCKET
Jose Vega, singing and dancing up a storm in the Glines' Christmas show, Miracle
On West Broadway in New York.

HANDCRAFTED OF GENUINE .PEWTER
24" Rope Chain Included
$12.00 P.f\D.

TJIE C@PJ fr!IETTI
•
•
•
•
•

Offset Printing
Photocopying
Collating
Binding
Folding

• Layout and Design
• Typing

• Typesetting

• Business Cards
• Rubber Stamps
• Envelopes and Stationery

• Reductions

11 5 Water Street

' Boston. Mas~. 021 G9
(617) 426-45 t 5

Mass. Res.

Add 5% Tax

CHECK .OR MONEY ORDER ONLY

CRAFTIQUES
Box 315 Dept. G.N.1.
Kenmore Station Boston MA 221

We Provide Complete Printing Servic~s
To Suit All Your Printing Needs

Call Theatre

for film.
Next Move P~uctions Presents

Call Theatre

for film.

is the 10th Anniversary slogan of
the Oscar Wilde Memorial
Bookshop.
Large Buttons ........ 50¢ ea.
Small Buttons ........ 25¢ ea.
3-color t-shirts
s, m, I, xi; ........... $5.00 ea.
On mail orders
add 25¢ per item.

Sepd 25¢ to receive catalog. (212) 25:,-8097

Osca~ Wilde Memorid Bookshop
15 Christopher Street, New York Cirv 10014
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X·RATED·
ALL MALE CAST
and A Separate Peace.
Two Comedies by

TOM STOPPARD
Directed by
ROSANN WEEKS

Next N\ove Theatre
955 Boylston St, Boston
FOR RESERVATIONS:
536-0600
Group Sales: 536-6755
Student Rush Available

CONTINUOUS SHO\\INGS "
FROl\1101\1\1 11 PM

C

peopl e, places and flings

By Eric R agers
The Glines, New York's gay arts
complex, provided this roving reporter
with the nicest treat of the holiday season. The Glines' holiday show, Miracle
on West Broadway, sparkled with
talent! Jose Vega, who was in Boy
Meets Boy off-Broadway, brought his
fabulous voice and theatrical charms to
the stage. Michael Savoy,- a multi-talented comedian and singer, told wild
stories about growing up gay on Long
Island and did imitations of Lily Tomlin's Ernestine - spiced up with gay
situations. Another high point of the
show was a take-off on I Love Lucy,
with Lucy and Ethel as lesbian lovers
and Rickie and Fred as a romantic duo.
Daniel Dassin played Rickie as the
manic Latin lover he was on t. v.,
shouting Cuban obscenities and whispering sweet nothings into Freddie's
ear. And Lucy got them into the same
scrapes as she did all those years on'
t.v. !
The surprise hit of the evening was
an appearance by Tom Wilson, who
must be the gay-version of Tom
Lehrer, with a little Randy Newman
thrown· ip on the side. Tom plays the
piano and sings his O\Yn satiric songs,
including the "Gay Name Game"
-which pulls our celebrity sisters and
brothers out of the -closet, and "The
Recruitment Song" which fulfills all of
Anita's fantasies about men who hang
around pfaygrounds and do childcare.
Tom can be· serious too, and sang a

J

beautiful Christmas song which his
personal charm delivered in such a way
that the schmaltz was toned d9wn and
the warmth came through. If you ever
get the chance to hear this man, don't
miss him! Maybe someone will have
the good sense to spirit him up to
Boston. : .

Daniel Dassin

Suki

So my trip to the Glines was a wonderful evening of high quality singing,
'4lncing, comedy and drama. Since gay
men and lesbians are usually stereotyped as a theatrical bunch, and New
Yorkers tend to be culturally involved,
I should have expected this group of
gay New Yorkers to shine - and shine
they did! If you're 'down in Manhattan, stop by the Glines in Soho. From
January 12-15, at 8 p.m., they'll be
screening Rosa van Praunheim's "It's
Not The Homosexual That's Perverse
But The Society in Which He Lives" or
"Fortune in the Men's Room." The
following weekend, the Pink Satin
Bombers of Ithaca will perform "An

Evening of Faggot Theatre." You'll
have an evening of gay entertainment
that Boston can't (yet) offer ...
John Travolta might be attractive,
but his movie, Saturday Night Fever,
isn't. The fag jokes are unnecessary even if they happen in real-life Brooklyn - and I see better dancing any
night at 1270. The film seems like a
1977 Brooklyn version of "Rebel
Without a Cause," but, despite his
charms, Travolta can't pull off a
James Dean and the confused kid that
plays the Sal Mineo role is downright
pathetic. If you like the BeeGees and
are longing for the backstreets of Bay
Ridge or Coney Island, you just might
like _the movie. Otherwise, skip the
flick and make your own fever ...
With the new year, comes some
changes in Boston bars. The Boston
Eagle has a new assistant manager· Dick Strobel, and Mike 'Markowski
moves up to the manager position. The
bar's been doing great business,
packing in the leather and levi boys,
and the pinball's still top there . . .
Meanwhile, the Eagle's hatched a new
egg - the Eagle's Nest, a leather, levi
& denim disco, that will be opening in a
few weeks adjacent to the present
Eagle. Now we'll be able to keep our
jackets on and boogie next-door. Can't
wait for the opening ... Let's look for
some big changes down at Randolph
Country Club now that Bob White's
taken over this suburban gay oasis. It's
worth the 20 minute drive down there
to check out the changes. Rev up and
take a drive . . .
Everyone's asking "Where are the
other thirty bars?" after Anne Beaton,
in a Boston Herald article on women's
bars, asserts that the Hub holds 60 gay
bars. Unless she's including all those
bars in Cambridge with "willing" bartenders, I have · to challenge her

research . . . Clearspace, a commu1'ity
center for lesbians and gay men, has
come out with a January calendar of
exciting events. This week there will be
a "Get Acquainted Party" in Everett,
on Tuesday evening. For more info call
Brie Rodin at 262-5121 ...
On Monday, Jan. 16 at 8 p .'m. on
Channel
2,
the
award-winning
dramatic re-enactment of the trial of
Dr. Kenneth Edelin will be broadcast.
Produced by Susan Mayer and Peter
Cook, the show focuses on the trial
and confronts the complex issue of

-

abortion that brought this case into
nationwide headlines ... Off The Wall
Theatre of the Arts, at 861 Main St. in
Cambridge will be opening "Magic
· Movies Ilt,"'a showcase of the best in
new animation along with some of the
great old classics. The show opens
Wednesday, Jan. 11, and includes such
diverse flicks as "Prison," a chilling
account of life behind bars, and
"Revenge of the Things," a battle of
normally inanimate objects that come
to life. Shows daily 6, 8, and 10 p.m.

,..~., , ,fir,~J\f~'J..,,:,,~Funeral Designs - Hospital - Birthday - Anniversaries Holiday Centerpieces, and any other special occasion.
Located in the Heart of the New South End
All Major
Credit Cards
Accepted

Flowers Wired
Anywhere In The
World
Delivered Locally

478 Columbus Ave., Boston

247-3500

Join us in aToast!

YOU CAN GET
UP TO YOUR NECK
IN HAIRDRESSER'S HYPE
OR YOU CAN
START AT THE TOP
WITH JANET.
The ne xt rime you have
your hair cu t. re membe r this:
Yo u're do ing it for yoursel f,
Not for a fashio n photogra pher
Yo u· ve got to look yo ur pan .
Wheth er it· s o n the to p of
your head . o n the s ide
or up to the wind .
Wear yo ur hair naturally
with a cu t by Janel.

HAIRCUTS TO GIVE
A SENSE OF WELL-BEING.

~=~fl~

JL,erY ~~k.
,iiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooiiiiliii&

266-0300

CAMBRIDGE

,_EYE
ASSOCIATES
1174 Mass. Ave.
Harvard Square
547-6080

Optometrists

N1aneys at lavv

~.~

617o426'XJX)
·Servrga.r
canrriJrity

Comprehensiv e eye exams

All Eyeglass Frames $15
Single Vision Lenses $22

ABSOLUTEL-Y
PURE
COMMUNITY CLUB
252 Boylston St.

BOSTON EAGLE

·aa Queensberry St.

SPORTERS
228 Cambridge St.

CUNlACTS: Including eye
exam, fitting, materials and 6
months unlimited office visits
Hard 2 pair
$150.00
Conventional Soft
Semi-soft and
$195.00
Oxygen Permeable
All services rendered by eye doctors
Mastercharge
Medicaid Welcome
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IEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassif.ied
personals

NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE SUCCESS
Try a GCN Classified and get to know
what good is! If you see gays walking
AGAPE MOU IATRE
around the streets and smiling it's
S'agapo. Ti alla nea? It doesn't look as if because they've tried it and liked it! Be
78 is going to be any quieter or more plea- the first on your block to have your very
sant than 77, but you are still beautiful. ownGCN Box.

All my love, Porcupine.
BARRY U. MENOMA
Join The Club and see just how Fantastic
the 20th Century can be now that it's -a
year older! Happy Hiccups. Maude.

If you wish to respond to a box number In
any of our ads, send to GCN Classifieds,
Box _ _ _, 22 Bromfield St., Boston
MA 02108 . .

BARBARA G.

apartments

Individual & Couples
Judith Sigler, Lyn Foley
(Both MSW, ACSW)

services

Hope all is well with you both. Happy
New Year. The same shit hit the fan in
Toronto that hit it the year we met - from
the same asshole even. Those little
~~rds never learn. Damn them all. N
WATUSI
Happy New Year to my witch doctor and
. his little bag of tricks. Love. H.
(27)
Well endowed, easy-going young man
seeks partners for fun and relaxation on
casual basis. GCN Box 8.
(28)
Wood-z To me, My Lov~, your beauty cannot_be measured. Love ya Babe.
(28)
TO ALL MY FRIENDS
I hope your holidays were very happy and
that you will have a great year in -78. Bobby Daigle.
(27)
LONELY? LIVE WITH ME
Let me know the living situation you have
in mind cj.nd I'll let you know mine ..
P.O. Box 111, Hopkinton, MA 01748.
(27+)
, WANTS GOOD FRIEND IN NYC
Gd lkng GWM 30, 5'9", 140 sks Ing-term
sincere friendship
handsome; brite,
together GWM 18-30 who digs good
smoke and laughter, rock music, enjoys
NYC life and has liberated gay head.
Masculine gays only. Write to Kennedy,
121 E 88 St. , NYC 10028. Photo apprec.
(28)
W. Mass GWM, 40, 5'9", 140, br/bl, beard
seeks friendship/sex. Likes music, outdoors, sports, theatre, travel. Ron, Box
137, Deerfield, MA 01342.
(32)
GBM, 31; 145 lbs, intelligent, polished
and attractive is interested in meeting
level-headed GWMs 25-35 for companionship and pleasant . times. GCN Box
856.
- ~- (28)
GAY FEMALE IN P-TOWN
W/nice apt nr wtr will put up singles or
gay couples on nitely or wkly basis yr
round. No drugs or hvy drnkrs. To make
arrangements call (617) 487-3640. Monetary
discussed.
(28)
GWM 48 seeks friendship leading to permanent relationship. Ralph Bernard, 27
Hartland Ave. , Pittsfield, Maine .04967.
(27 +)
Wanted 2 swap-luxury 3 bedroom apt
with everything inc ans service for use of
your apt P'Town-San Fran-MontrealPhilly-Miami, etc. I love 2 travel am flexible-your apt doesn't have 2 be anything
more than a room with a good bed and
lock! Must xchange references. I must
trust u! Rite or call please no sex calls
16173221322 (3 pm on) or Rich, Suite 87
(mail drop) 102 Charles Bos 02114.
(32)

.(603) 224-5600 _

Concord

APARTMENTS

Snyder and Weinstein
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
240 Commercial Street
Boston , MA 02109 (617) 227-8000

Nice, inexpensive, al.I sizes, close to public trans in Allston. Tony Bosco 783-5131,
783-5701.
(c)
(26)

MARRIED AND GAY? Therapy g'roup for
married gay men will meet Thursdays at
12 Noon at the Homophile Community
Health Service. 542-5188 for information. __________ ----~ _ (28)

Counselling for women and men
Nancy Williamson M Ed
160 Commonwealth Ave (Vendome Mall)
Boston MA (617) 266-5347 254-4631. (32)
GAY MEN'S TH'E:RAPY GROUP f~~ming
Typing, 80<t/page on IBM Selectric. at HCHS. In a supportive atmosphere gp
739-2200, ext. 3'01. Leave message. Tony. will deal w/issues relevant to members.
Tues. 7:30-9 pm. Info 542-5188.
_ (29)

- - -- - - - - - - -- - - ~
MASS. BAY
COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
INDIVIDUALS , COUPLES
& GROUP COUNSELING.

for Quincy and Newton call 472-1331
for Blackstone Volley or Narragansett Bay A~ea
CALL (617) 883-8220 FOR APPT.

w/

Light housekeeping done by the hour or
the job. Call Greg at 367-1822 evenings
or afternoons 426-4469~

INCOME TAX
Hassled by new tax laws and forms? Get
professional help oriented to meet your
unique needs. Also providing full range of
bkkp., acct. and mgmt. services. Call Ven~me Tax Service, 617-247-3431.
(28)
UNLIMITED SERVICES-REL
Profs available house apt + offlce.,clean
gen. painting + rep-house + baby sitting elderly care bartending + party service.tutoring + typing. 524-3146.
(27)
PHOTOGRAPHER
Avai Iable for portraits, business, copy
work. Anything photographic. Call
Nicolas 482-0750 keep trying. _
E~

LARGE APARTMENT
7 nice rooms in Allston $300.00. Call Tony
Bosco 783-5131 . ·
(c)
SOUTH END CITY HOSP AREA
Room with kitchen share bath. Unfurnished 120. Furn 150. All other util included. Phone 247-0570. 6-10pm, Sat Sun any
time.
(30)
N. Cambridge lg. 3 rm apt in ga'y-owned
house with yard. On-street pkng. Avail
Feb. 1. No dogs plEJ.ase. $150/mo + utils.
Days-Glenn, 262-1481; eves-Mary,
547-6720.
(28)
Boston C<'Jpley Sq entire floor may be used as apt room studio office dark room
business private entrance all utilities rent
depending on usage. 267-2274.
(27)
BRIGHAM CIRCLE APARTMENT
Large 5 room apt heated, $250/mo. Fireplace, convenient parking and subway
stop. Available as of Feb 1. Call Kent
731-0003 after 6:30pm.
(28)

160 Comm. Ave, (Vendome Mall)
_Boston
(617) 24 7-1832

Franrai\

1111d

roommates
2 fags in collective house skg 3rd perso,
who is congenial, independent arid will
ing to grow with us thru the winter. Rox

Deutsch ·

bury location, low rent. Conv to publi•
trans. John or Bruce 427-2778.

Ge\J>mchen

GAY BUSINESS PERSONS

Tired of dealing with many sales people?
Have problems deciding where to invest
your money for business promotions? D.
Bellavance , Agency will help you. Free
consultations. Call 739-2200. A Board
Member of the Gay Business Associa
tion.
_
(c)

899 Boylston St., Boston
267 • 7383

instruction
---~-, COMING OUT COURSE
FREE! Introduction every Monday evening at 7:30 , 126 Beacon St. , Boston for
lesbian women/ga,1 men. CLEARSPACE:
482-0494 or 277-2484.
_(30J
FREE Meditation Jess on ea. Tuesday
7:30pm at 16 Monmouth St., Brookline.
Midweek group meditation ea. Wed. Call
~ ~---~(30)

CENTURY AUTO RENTALS, INC.
3 openings, full-time starting on or before·
Feb. 1. Cal I for appt. 923-9210.
(27)
Coders needed, pay 3.50/hr. Coding or
clerical experience preferred . Contact
Don Barrett GCN Box 761. .
(28)
DISTRIBUTION MGR NEEDED ·
Are you burning with missionary zeal? Do
you want to bring the Word to the masses
hungering for truth??? GCN seeks a local
distributor for the Boston area. It is a parttime job that requires either a truck, a
I-arge car or a blue ox named Babe or
otherwise. The pay, in money, is negotiable. But the ' sense of satisfaction is
astonishing . Some weekend toil goes
with the glory. If you think you can stand
the heat, get in touch with our kitchen.
426-4469. Ask for Harry or Tony
(c)
MANAGEMENT TRAINEES

HAI~ CUTTING- .
SETTING
CURLING By RON

(FOR ALL TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS) .

PRINTING: The kind your mother would
approve of: neat, clean, not too expensive, and produced with a smile. Brochures, letterheads, business cards we do most kinds of printing . Also typesetting. Call us. Xanadu Print i;ng,
661-6975
- ~ -~~~~-

Roommate wanted to share country
house with two GWM in 20s, 25 min from
Boston. Call evenings 259-0951.
(27 +)
Arlington GF 'sks GF to share 2 bedr furn
apt $107.50 mo. inc. ht. Call 646-6815 or
1-667-6674. Keep trying.
(27 +)
FITCHBURG
GWM roommate wanted by professional
middle age M. No expense for a congenial friend. Call 617-342-0129. Keep trying evenings or before 7am.
(28)

Prof GWM 29 wants luxury 1-2 bed Bostri
apt S. End , 8. Bay, 8. Hill, $300-450 mnth.
0cc. date 2/1/78 or 3/1/78 - 3 yr lease
minimu·m, must B-WW, Air! 5-8pm
322-1322.
(28)

By Appointment

OVER 40 AND GAY
A group of women over 40 who ore exploring their lesbian identity. Personal
growth and discussion of relevant topics.
Weekend. Jon. 21 & 22. Anita Rossien ,
Lynn Scoff, feminist therapists. Exp .
group leaders. More info 354-5981.

Small pvt r~om in decent house with
decent guys, downtown. Small refrig and
stove, shared bath. Quiet, good guys. No
smoke nor dope. $20/wk. 267-7422. (25)
Sugar Daddy GWM 30 sort of! Wood like
live N-cleancut stud. No cost but??! Pref
guy 18-24 wth a lot of class who can kee·p
arrangement secret. 322-1204. U will hve
own room, must njoy travl, culture, athletic events! No 1 niters!
(28)

ATTENTION STUDENTS ET AL
Expert editing done on all your work: No
more embarrassment over errors. Also
typing of finished product. Typing only,
75c& per double-spaced page. Editing .
negotiable. Call Nancy 266-7880, leave Beautiful 2 bedrm apt in Brkline near MTA
message, keep trying.
(c) & shopping, w/parking, in all gay nouse.
Completely mod kitch, lg livngrm with
w/w carpet, washer & dryer. $350/mo incl.
HASSLE-FREE PSYCHOTHERAPY
heat & all utils. Call Don 232-8306 after
FOR NH GAYS
noon.
(~)
Ethical-Confidential

Due to promotions within our organization we will be hiring a limited number of
ambitious men look1ng for a rewarding
career. Applicants must be at least 18
years of age and bondable. Only career
mi nd ed need apply. Applications are
available at our Boston location. CLUB
BATH CHAIN ASSOCIATION, INC. CLUB
BOSTON , 4 LaGrange St., Boston, Mass.

02116.
(27)
Wanted prof GWM to share large 2 bd apt. Dishwasher to work evenings at The
Own bath on subway line. $192 all utils House ReS t aurant. Call Tony Bosco,
included.Call328-7887between1-9day s. · 783 ·57 010 r 783·5131 -~
(2 7)
Press operator, experienced & depend3 GF 22 and 3 gay cats nr Cent Sq seel~ 1
able, with some ca(llera skills., Full-time
more GF for ro-ommate. We are feminists
position in a gay-owned business doing
tho not too political. looking for someone
offset printing and grapic a'rts photogwho is easy going and supportive to
raphy. Initiative and problem solving abilcomplete our home. $106 per mo. Call us
ity a must; gender and orientation are
at 354-7662.
(26 +)
unimportant. Call ~anager, Xanadu PrintMixed group seeks 4th for spacious Newing, 661-6975.
ton house-apt; shared meals and chores;
WANT A REAL CHALLENGE?
fireplace, piano, gqod people; car
Be a force in the community-GCN
.needed; $94; call 965-3998.
(29)
seeks a NEWS EDITOR. Call Harry or
Tony at 426-4469 or send resume to GCN,

~~It' F0ClASSIFIEDCLASSI11228mmt,;s~:;;;;A02108

ALTERNATIVE

Classified Ad deadline is Tuesday noon (prior to Sunday
publication).
All ads m~1st he paid in advance. No ads accepted by
phone. Make check or money order payable to Gay
Community News, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

IS
(27)
CUMING
Wanted gay young slim sincere male in
need of home and love. Write Teacher,
Box 723, Amherst, Mass.
(27)
NORTH SHORE AREA
There must be others like us GWM cpl 34
and 42 together 14 yrs. Would like to
meet other GM cpis for friendship and
sharing of interests. No sex. GCN Box
854.
(29)
GRAC
Someone from the Gay Recreational Activities Committee please contact Tony
at GCN 426-4469.
__ __Jc:)
REWARD!
If anyone knows the whereabouts ·of or
any information about Vincent Charles
Lincoln (Kim, Chuck, Charlie) please
contact Betty at 293-6772 after 6:00 or
329-5540 between 9:00 and 4:30. Thank
you.
(26+) ,

Box Numbers arc available at $ 1.00 for 6 weeks if you
pick up you mail. If, however, you wish your mail
forwarded, the rate is $3.00 for 6 weeks. Mail is
forwarded at the end of the 3rd and 6th weeks.
If you want mail forwarded for a 3 month period,
a $5 .00 charge will be made for the additional time.

02108.
Since we serve all New England, please include your
area code if your ad includes a phone number.

Please

Business (if you charge money for a service, you are a
business): S.4 .00 per week for 4 lines (35 characters
per line) an:d 50 cents for each additional line. Headlines arc $1.00 for 25 characters.

If

GCN Office:
Our hours arc IO a. m , to 6 p.m. Monday through

you wish to pick up your mail at the

l·rid,iy.
There is a charge of $ 1.00

LESBIANS
Growing support group for women 25 and
over. Weekly meetings an::) social activities. Write GCN Box 857.
(30)

THE JIM CLARK MOVING CO.
Licensed-insured-Professional
24 hrs./day-7 days/wk.-No O.T. charges
Local Jobs-Local Rates
354-2184
Moving and Hauling Women and Truck.
$?/woman hour plus $10/truck hour.
Some flat rates. Messages risky so KEEP
TRYING! SHANA or LEE 354-9196.
(27)

Circle one of the following ad categories:

APARTMENTS
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PENPA.LS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES
SERVICES WANTED
MISC ELL.
LOST & FOUND
PU BLIC.ATIONS
Headlines _ _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk. $ _ _ _ __

Non-business: $3.00 per week for 4 lines (35 Chara<.:ters
per line): l'ach additional li11e 25 cents. Headlines
arc 50 cents per week for 25 characters .

for a phone nurn ber included

First 4 lines _ _ _ at $ _ _ per wk.

$ _ _ _ __

Each additional line at $ _ _ per wk.

$ _ _ _ __

Pick-Up Box No. at $1 .00/6 weeks

$ _ _ _ __

Forward Box No. at $3.00/6 weeks

$ _ _ _ __

Phone Number in Personals at $ J ,00

$ _ _ _ __

3 months forwarding at $5.00

$ _ _ _ __

TOT AL ENCLOSED

$_ __

for sale
MALE-FEMALE AIDS
Send 50c& for our new 35 page catalog on
aids for lovers. Also ask for our free
brochure on Gay items and Gay Male
magazines. Write now! The LaBelle Company, 948 Brittain Road, Akron, Ohio
44305.
(28) ·
MEN! COATS & SWEATERS 36-40
Variety of men's coats and sweaters,
sizes 36-40, Brooks Bros., Antartex, Saks,
excellent quality in excellent condition .
Call Lois 726-8840, 9-5 or 267-6782,
7-10pm.
(27)

in a Personal ad.

Number of weeks ad is to run _ _ _ _ _ __

wanted

Please Print Neat~v.

Name _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _~_____ State _ _ _ __
Address
Zip _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GAY LEGISLATION
NEEDS YOUR HELP, MAKE A DIFFERENCE. For information call 742-4811 or
write Gay Legislation, Box 8841 JFK Sta. lion, Boston, MA 02114 .
(48)

I I

IF UR GAY, YOUNG , CUTE, WITE!
Or urd-like 2 giv:e this 2 a Friend-who is!
As a Xmas gift! Id apprec it! I Ike boys
who sort of hustle! No how 2 show ·
apprec. 4 dinner, movies, travel toward a
masc prof GWM 28 wth lux apt, sumerplce, car! If u inc a pie, I promise a
reply! Rich, Suite87 , 102 Charles 02114.
(28)

I I

(C)

GCN is always in need of office furniture,
paint , sofa, file cabinets, shelves and anything that is in good repair for our office.
To donate contact Tony at 426-4469.
(c)
1We
need a driver with a van or truck to
donate time & truck (we'll pay gas) to help
pick up donations for GCN . Call Tony at
426-4469.
(c)

I

job wanted

HITCHHIKING
Have you had any unusual experience on ,
either end of ' the thumb? Scary?
Romantic? Fun? GCN is doing a story on
the experiences of gays hitchhiking.
Send your stories to GCN Box 843 or
leave a tel. no. and we will get back to
you.
(22)

Work sought by homo · sapien
Expd in carpentry, drafting,

111111111111111
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Will phone immediately.

11238
(27)

IFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifiedCLASSIFIEDclassifi
penpals
We get many requests from gays in
prison to put pen pal ads in for them.
Limited space prevents us from printing
as many of these ads as we would like to,
since the prisoners do not have the funds
to pay for their ads. We will print more if
anyone out there is willing to contribute.
For each $3 we receive we can print one
more pen pal ad. Send checks to Penpals,
GCN Box k92.
.
(c)
ATTENTION INMATES
If you desire penpals, please contact
M.C.C. of the Rockies, POB 9536, Denver,
CO 80209.
(c)
29, black hair, brown eyes, 5'10" , 175. Will
answer all. Lee Savage 144-706, P.O. Box
45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
(26)
WM would like to correspond with "anyone" -who would cheer up lonely con.
William Campbell 055356, P.O. Box 1500,
Cross gty, FL 32628.
(26)
ATTENTION
Will someone write me, I am losing my
mind in loneliness, so if you find time,
please write me a letter. I will write back .
Mike Dugger, 149-060, K-6-44, P.O. Box
(29)
45699, Lucasville, OH 45699.
25 yrs old want letters from people. John
Kusowski , 141 -450, P.O . Box 799, Marquette, Ml 49855.
(29)
Lonely black male, no family or friends.
Seeking correspondence. Please write
Templer M. Johnson, P.M.B. #81951 ,
(29)
Camp H. B/S, Angola, LA 70712. .
29, from Wash , DC, 5'9", 168, black male
willing to write old or young , married or
single, male or female. Calvin Carter,
031464, U.1.S.10, P.O. Box 747, Starke, FL
32091 .
~

organizations
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
OF WORCESTER, church service at 6 Institute Road, 2 p.m. Sundays. 756-0730.
GAY ACTIVISTS ALLIANCE NJ

-Men and women - Militantly gay militantly proud - Join us at 176 Kansas
St., Hackensack, NJ, every Fri. at 9 p.m.
Political action caucus Tuesdays at 8:30
o.m. (201) 343-6402.

UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST GAY CAUCUS OF NEW ENGLAND has been
formed. We are an inclusive group of religious liberals who seek to provide opportunities for community building
among gay people. We meet Sunday evenings at 7:00 p.m. at the Arlington St.
Church. For more information, contact
Bob Wheatly at the UUA Office of Gay
Concerns, 25 Beacon St., Boston, MA
02108, or(617) 742-2100.
(c)

LUTHERANS
ALC, LCA ANO Mo. Uniting for justice,
love, · understanding in our church.
L_utherans Concerned (for gay people),
Box B-1,9114A, Los Angeles, CA 90019.
Metropolitan Community Church of Boston, services each Sunday at 7:00 p.m .
(hymn sing 6:45), 131 Cambridge St., Boston (Old West Church). Edward T.
Hougen, pastor. Office 523-7664. All persons are welcome.

BOSTON GAY CATHOLICS
Dig;1ity/Boston
sponsors
EXODUS
MASS, a liturgy for gay and concerned
Catholics every Sunday at Arlington
Street Church (Boston), Boylston SL
entrance at 5:30 pm . For info. contact
Dignity/Boston, 355 Boylston St., Boston ,
MA 02114. Tel. 536-6518.
(35)

COMING TO S.F. BAY AREA?
Stanford Gay People's Union welcomes
.you . Social hours, rap group, peer counseling, programs, parties. Phone (415)
497-1488; mail to Box 8265, Stanford, CA
94305.
CONSCIOUSNESS RAISING
Men, 40 and older, have problems different from young Gay Activists. Small discussion group forming NYC. Call (212)
242-8112 or write Burdick, Apt. 1C, 270 W.
25th St., NYC, NY 10001 .
In New Jersey, the Gay Activist Alliance/
Morris County meets every Monday ·at
8:30 p.m. using facilities of Unitarian Fellowship, Normandy Heights Rd., Morristown, NJ . Info: (201) 884-0653; 347-6234.

NGTF NEEDS YOU
Join with the largest, fastest growing gay
civil rights group in the country! The
National Gay Task Force works with a
professional staff on media representation, national legislation, information
clearinghouse, religious reforms, corporate non-discrimination statements,
more! Help support our work - join now.
$15 membership ($5 limited income) includes Newsletter. NGTF, 80 Fifth Ave.,
Rm. 506, New. York, NY 10011.
MCC PROVIDENCE
More than a sexual being? Have mind,
heart, soul? -Get it all together at Metropolitan Community Church-Providence.
Services 7pm Sunday, 134 Mathewson
St., Rev. Marge Ragona, pastor. 272-9247.
(?)

SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund
2446 Lorentz Place, W. Seattle, WA 98109'.
(206) 282-5798. Membershio $5.00.

The GAY NURSES' ALLIANCE needs
your support if you are an RN, LPN/LVN,
or stude,nt nurse. Basic membership is
$5.00 per year, which · includes a subscription to our newsletter. (Contributions greater than $5.00 are encouraged
and appreciated). Many states are in need
of coordinators to help organize local
chapters. An apathetic nurse misses out
on learning and growing experiences. Get
involved! For more info, please write:
GNA, P.O. Box 530, Back Bay Annex ,
Boston, MA. 02117
120)

The Lesbian Defense Fund is sponsoring
a rummage sale. Items for this sale are
needed. items can be dropped off at the
Women 's Center in Cambridge between
10-4. If necessary items can be picked up.
For more info call (617) 661-7895 or (617)
899-9614.
(26+)

pub/ icotions
Midwest Gay Academic Journal VI #2
special human rights issue. $3 .75/4
issues. Checks to MGAJ, 3405 Michigan
Union, Univ·. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Ml
48109. Subscribe now!
__(28)
CORRESPONDENTS WANTED
in states other than New York to cover
local news. Background and experience
not nearly as important as good judgment
and ability to write standard news journalese. Still no pay yet. Contact Bruce
G_elbert at Gayswee°I<, 216 W. 18 St. , NY,
NY10011.(212)929-7720.
(21)
Before you stop trying to find a lover try
us. Advice, Fantasies, Personals. Twelve
issues $10; sample $1 . You're Not Alone,
P.O. Drawer 8398CH , Atlanta, Ga. _30306.
(c)

FOCUS
A monthly journal of fiction, articles,
poetry, book reviews, etc., by, for and
about gay women. 1 year subscription (12
issues) $6. Sample copy 60¢. Always sent
in plain envelope. Focus, Box GCN, 1151
Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138.
(c)
GAY SCENE - The Picture t-lomophile
Monthly in 8th Year of Publication. News
From Everywhere; Movement News;
King's Reviews. (Stage, Screen, Book &
T.V.); D.D.'s Best Bets; Lesbian life; Articles; Nude Plaything of the Month; Religious News; Personals; and More. Send $1
for sample copy. $8.00 for 12 Issues (In
Plain Envelope) To: REGIMENT, Box 247,
Grand Cent. St., NYC 10017.
FOCUS, journal for gay ~omen, needs
contributors. If you write short fiction
essays of interest to lesbians, or poetry:
please send it to FOCUS, C/0 DOB, 1151
Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA
02138. There is no payment, but it is fun
to see your work in prin.t , and you do get
free copies of the issues in which your
work is published. include SASE for return of material not accepted for publi(c)
cation.

BOSTON BAR GUIDE
BAMBOO LOUNGE

DELIVERY ENTRANCE

SAfNTS

30 Aver_y St.
Food, Mixed.

At The House Restaurant.
12 Wilton St., Allston 783-5701
Men & Women. "It's Different.''

(Call 354-8807) Women.

BOSTON EAGLE

'SOMEWHERE
295 Franklin St. 423-7730
Disco Dancing, Mixed, Sunday Brunch
12-2PM.

HARRY'S PLACE

88 Queensberry St. 247-9586
Leather, Men, Thurs. Club Nite, Sunday
Brunch 3PM, Movies Mon. & Tues. 8PM

45 Essex St.
Dancing, Men.

CARNIVAL LOUNGE

HERBIE'S RAMROD ROOM

SPORTER'S CAFE

228 Cambridge St.
12 Carver St. 338-8577
Food, Men, Saturday Brunch 5PM,
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 7PM, Thurs. Movies Mon., 3PM , Sunday Bn,inch 3PM.

39 Boylston St. 338-7159
-Dancing, Mixed.

CHAPS

-

27 Huntington Ave. 266-7778
Food, Men.

CITADEL
22 Avery St. 482-9040
Dancing, Men.

CLUB 76
76 Batterymarch St. 542-3377
Food, Women and their friends.

THE BAH

252 Boylston St. 247-9308
Noon to 2AM , 7 days a week.
Dancing, Games, Food.

NAPOLEON CLUB

STYX

52 Piedmont St. 338-7547
Dancing Fri., Sat., Sun. Men.

20 Blagden St. 247-3910
Disco Dancing, Men.

PARADISE
- 180 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
Talking, Mostly Men, 864-4130
PLAYLAND .
21 Essex St.
Men (Some Women).

THE SHED
272 Huntington Ave.
Leather, Men, Sunday Brunch 4PM.

TOGETHER

11 o Boylston St.
Disco Dancing, Mixed.

1270

119 MERRIMAC
1270 Boylston St. 261-1257 ·
119 Merrimac St. 523-8960
Disco Dancing, Mixed (Mostly Men).
Dancing, Men, Tues.-Thurs. Buffet 9-11 PM TWELVE CARVER
RAINBOW ROOM

15 Lansdowne St.
msco Dancing, Men.

12 Carver St.
Men_.

KEVERYWEEKEVERYWEEKEVERYWEEKEVERYWEEKEV
MONDAYS

TUESDAYS

11 :30am - Lesbian Support Group meeting at 9 am-2:30 pm - Brown U. Gay lib, 305 Faunce
House, Providence, RI, 863-3062.
Tufts Women's Center, 628-5000 ext. 702.
12 noon - Northeastern. U. GSO meeting, Eli 1 pm - MCC Campus Ministry, RIC Student U.,
rm 312, Providence, Ai.
Center, rm. 349, 369 Huntington Ave., Bosto.n.
6:30-8 pm - Women's Gay Collective, Women's
Everyone welcome.
Center, UConn, CT, (203) 486-4738
5:30pm - Women's Community Health Center
open house, 137 Hampshire St., Cambridge.
7pm Pot Luck Supper, 228½ Atwells
Ave., Providence, RI.
6-10pm - NH lambda for Lesbians, phone (603)
228-8542.
7:30pm - Integrity, gay Episcopalians, Emmanuel
6-8pm Lesbian awareness consciousness- Church, 15 Newbury St., Boston.
raising group. BU Women's Center, Basement of
8pm - Martha's Vineyard gay women
and men
Sherman Union Bldg. 353-4240.
rap
group,
info
call
627-5370.
6:30-9pm - Gay Youth get together. MIT Walker
8pm DOB women 's rap, 1151 Mass.
_Memorial, rm 306, 142 Memorial Dr., Cambridge.
Ave. , Cambridge, MA, 661-3633.
Social get together for gay teens 15-19.
8pm
Springfield
Gay
Alliance
First
Alcoholism discussion/education
6:30-8pm Unitarian Church, 245 Porter Lake Dr.,
group for lesbians, Old Cambridge Baptist
Springfield.
Church, 1145 Mass. Ave. Cambridge, MA, 8:30pm Providence Gay Group of AA,
661-1316.
Assumption
Parish
Hall ,
791
Potters
6:30-8:30pm - Gay Health Services by appointAve., Providence, RI, 231-5853.
ment, Fenway Community Health Center, 16
Haviland St., Boston, 267-7573.
WEDNESDAYS
7pm - Gay alcoholics group, 10 Walnut St., Wor- 6:30-8:30pm - Gay Health Services, Fenway Comcester, MA.
munity Health Center, 16 Haviland St. , Boston,
7-9pm - Supportive lesbian rap, Janus House 21
267-7573.
Bay St., Cambridge. Tel: 661-2537.
7pm - MCC/Providence Potluck at Parsonage,
U. of Vermont Gay Switchboarq,
7-9pm rap during and after dinner. Bring and
share. (401) 272-9247.
656-4173.
7-10pm - UMass Gay Women 's Caucus Hotline,
7pm - Lesbian Support Group, UNH Women's
545-3438.
Center, Durham, NH
7-9pm ~ Yggdrasil Gay Gathering at Yggdrasil ,
7pm - liberation Rap Group, (617) 756-0730.
15 Gilbert Rd., Storrs , CT, (203)486-4737.
7pm - Framingham l:Jnicorn Society meets 2nd
7:30pm - UMass Amherst , Bisexual Women 's
and 4th Wednesday; Box 163, Framingham , MA
01701. .
Rap Group, Campus Center.
8pm-Monadnock Area Gays, for information call
7-10pm Gay Women 's Collective meet ing.
Fitzwill iam, NH (603) 585-9419.
Storrs, CT. Info: (203) 486-4738 .
8pm - Lesb ian Rap and Action Group, Cambridge
7-10pm - Gay Women 's Col lective, UConn WoWomen 's Center basement, (617)354-8807 ..
men 's Cente r, (203) 486-4738.
8pm - Lesb ian Rap at Women's Center, 215 Park
7-10pm - Gay Women's Collective meeting ,
St. NH.
Storrs, CT. info. (203) 486-4738.
8pm - GPC business meeting, Columbia U.,
7-9pm - University of Vermont Gay Switch board,
Furnald Basement, Broadway at 115th St.
(802) 656-4173.
8-9.pm - " None of the .Above," WWUH-FM (91.3),
7:30pm - MCC midweek servi ce, 11 Amity St.,
Hartford, CT.
West Hartford, CT, (203) 521-4553.
8pm - Lesbian Rap at Women 's Center, 148 1 8pm - Nashua, NH Area Gays .rap session; call
Orange St. , New Haven, CT.
Ken (603) 673-5315 or Doug , 882-8732.
8:30pm - Gay A lanon (gay alcoholics). Info.
8pm - Discussion group for lesbians and gay
843-5300.
men , Christ Ch.urch, 20 Carroll St., Poughkeepsie , NY.
8:30pm - Hart.ford Gay Alcoholics Group, (203)
522-2646.
8pm - HUM meets, Box 262 , Fitchburg ; MA
01420.
8:30pm - Gay Alliance at Yale, open meeting,
basement Hendrie Hall , 165 Elm St., New Haven
8pm - Yalesbians meeting, rm. B-8, Hendrie
. 436-8945; public welcome.
'
Hall , 165 Elm St., New Haven, CT, 436-8945.
9pm Gay discu ssion group, Columbia U.,
8-10pm - Harvard-Radcliffe Gay Student Assoc .
Furnald basemen t, Broadway at 115th St.
meeting. 2nd floor, Phillips Brooks House, Harvard Yard. 498-2014.
~-12pm Gay Social , Columbia U.. Furnald
Basement, Broadway at 115th St.
·
8-10pm - URI Gay Social Club, 4th floor qroup
Room , Roosevelt Hall. (401') 792-5954 or Carl
0:15pm - "Gaybreak Radio" on WMUA-FM (91 .1)
789-8360.
(1st and 3rd Wednesdays.)
8:30pm
- Gay-straigh.t Rap, UConn, Mental Health
0:15pm - " Gay News" radi o on WHUS-FM (91 .7)
Clin ic, (203) 486-4705.
Storrs, CT.

I

To update your listing or to put a new listing into Everyweek send info to Listings Editor, GCN , 22 Bromfield
St., Boston 02108.

9-12pm Gay Social , Columbia U., Furnald
Basement, Broadway at 115th St.
10:15pm - "Gaybreak Radio" on WMUA-FM (91 .1)
(1st and 3rd Wednesdays.)
10:15pm '- "Gay News" radio on WHUS-FM, (91 .7),
Storrs, CT.
THURSDAYS
9am-2:30pm - Brown U. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce
House, Providence, RI, 863-3062 .
5pm - Brandeis Gay Alliance, Usdan Student
Ctr. , Cont. Rm . C, Brandeis U., Waltham , MA.
7pm - Gay Alcoholics, St. Vincents Hospital,
Worcester, MA.
1m - Game Night, 5 Junction St. , Providence,
RI, alternate weeks.
7-10pm - UMass Gay Women's Cau~us Hotline,
545-3438 .
7:30pm-Daughters of Bilitis. Gay women's rap at
the Old Cambridge Baptis t Church, 1151 Mass.
Ave ., Cambridge. For more information call
661-3633.
7:30pm - UConn Gay Al liance meets in the Student Union, Rm. 218, University of Connecticut,
Storrs.
8pm - Womenspace coffeehouse and workshop,
11 Amity St., Hartford, CT.
8pm - Capital Di st. Gay Comm . Counc il, 332
Hudson Ave. , Albany, NY 12210.
8pm.- Dykes & Tykes, Women's Center, 46 Pleasant St. , Cambridge, MA, third f loor, care for
young people, 354-8807.
8-9pm - Lesb ian Mother rap gro up, 21- Bay St.,
Cambrid ge, MA , 661-2537 .
8:15pm - Drinking problem s rap group, HCHS,
80 Boyl ston St. , Rm . 855 , Boston.
8: 30pm - Gay Women's Caucus, UMass/Amherst, 8th floor of Campus Center.
8:30pm - Gay Alliance at Yale, Hendri e Hall basement, 436-8945, New Haven, CT.
9pm - Emerson Homophile Society, rm . 24, 96
Beacon St., Boston.

-----·■ FRIDAYS

-

7-8:30pm - GRAC swimming, Lindemann Cntr,
Staniford St., across from Longfellow Towers.
7-9 pm - GRAC men's basketball, Lindemann
Center, Hurley _
Bldg., Staniford St., Boston.
1:30pm Am Tikva service, social at Frost
Lounge, Ell Center, Northeastern Univ 360
Huntington Ave., Boston
.,

7:30 pm - Rap group for men and women MGTF
193 {f'liddle St., Portland, ME.
'
'
7:30 pm - Lesbian Feminist Workshop, 21 Bay
. St., Cambridge, MA, info call 783-9415.
7:30 pm - Gay get-together, downstairs roundroom, Billings Center, U of VT, Burlington.
8:30 pm - Alcoholics Together, Our Lady of Victory Church, Isabella St., -Boston.
9-12 pm - GAY coffeehouse, Hendrie Hall basement, 165 Elm St., New Haven, CT.

SATURDAYS
2 pm - Project Lambda Rap session for gay teenagers, 70 Charles St., Boston.
8 pm-12 - Brown U. Gay lib, 305 Faunce House
Providence, Al, 863-3062.
'
10 pm-3 am - Worcester Hotline, 791-6562.
SUNDAYS
9am - Closet Space 740AM with Lisa Schwartz
and Joe Martin. (Boston)
11 am - Church of the Beloved Disciple, 348
West 14th St., NYC.
1-2:30pm - GRAC swimming, Lindemann Cntr,
Staniford St., across from Longfellow Towers .
2pm - Church of the Beloved Disciple, 348
We st 14th St., ~-Ye.
2pm -. MCC/Worcester service, Central Cong .
Church, 6 institute Rd., Worcester.
2:30pm - " Gay A' s" Alcoholics Rap, Old West
Church , 131 Cambridge St., Boston.
4-6pm - Gay Women's Group of Providence rap,
(401) 831-5184.
.
5pm - Dignity/Integrity Mass, St. Luke's Church ,
17 S. Fitzhugh St., Rochester, NY.
5pm - MCC/Boston Bible study group, 131 Cambridge St. , 523-7664.
5:30pm - Exodus Mass, St. Clement's Church ,
1105 Boylston St. , Boston.
5:30pm - Dignity service, Arlington St. Church,
Boyl ston St. entrance , Boston.
6:30pm - Gay Church services, 23 Franklin St .,
Bangor, ME.
7pm - Church of the Beloved Disc ipl e, 348
West 14th St. , NYC.
7pm - MCC services, South Church, 292 State
St., Portsmouth, NH (first Sunday of month).
7pm - MCC/Providente, 134 Mathewson St. (401)
272-9247 .
7pm - MCC/NY worship, 201 W. 13th St. (corner
of 7th Ave.).
7pm - MCC/Boston, worship and fellowship, Old
West Church, 131 Cambridge St., Boston.
7:30pm - MCC worship, 425 College St. , New
Haven, CT.
7:30pm - MCC/Hartford, 11 Amity St., Hartford,
CT.
7:30pm - " Come Out Tonight," radio VVYBC-FM
(94.3), New Haven, CT.
8pm-12 - Brown U. Gay Lib, 305 Faunce House,
Providence, RI , 863-3062.
8-12pm - NH Lambda for lesbians; phone (603)
332-4440.
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